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Overall thefts down over break

Stolen keys linked
to robbery in Todd Hall
By ROB DOLLAR
Staff Writer
According to a Public Safety and
Security report filed Jan. 7 by David
Cecil. Todd Hall dorm director, an
unknown person or persons somehow
gained access into the dormitory, entered a locked office, and then pried
open an office key box. removing
exactly nine keys to dormitory rooms.
Apparently, the only signs of forced
entry found anywhere in the building,
were contained on the office key box.
which was discovered by Cecil after his
return to the dorm from Christmas
break

A study in white
All covered in white, the Ravine takes on an aura of peace and serenity

lipon the discovery, the report indicates that Cecil and a security officer
checked the nine rooms, but could not
determine if anything had been taken,
being unfamiliar with the settings.
Shortly after students begin returning
to the campus, the first confirmed theft
in Todd Hall was reported to Security by
Hubert Baker. 914 Todd Hall, whose
room was among those that the stolen

Bobby Payne challenges dismissal
H L-IATIU-ii-v
Rv KEN TINC.LEY
Sports Editor

The I'niversity's football program is
brought to you by the appropriations of
grants-in-aids to certain talented
student-athletes
Student-athlete is the key phrase
Allegedly, all athletes must meet the
same requirements as the average
student If they don't then it comes
under the heading of extra benefits.
Bobby Payne is a football player who
claims to have been done wrong. Payne
remained eligible for his first three
years of football despite a grade point
average <GPA> that would seem to be
below the minimum standards that
apply in the student handbook.
In'his third year at Eastern Bobby
Payne was second team AII-OVC. He did
« not gel to play the 1977 season due to the

breaking of certain residence hall rules
which precipitated his dismissal from
school
Payne was readmitted to the
l 'Diversity for the summer sessions the
next year so that he could qualify to play
football this year. He was able to enter
the University through the second
chance program. This is unusual considering it was the second time that he
had been admitted to the University
under the second chance program.
Dr. Jack Luy. dean of the Community.
College Programs, commented that
students were normally only allowed
into the program once. "Typically,
that's a general rule, said Luy, "unless,
there is extenuating circumstances."
When asked to comment on the Payne
case. Luy claimed be couldn't.
After this past semester, Bobby
Payne's football eligibility was com-

pleted. Payne flunked all five of his
pk*ted.
classes and was told he could not come
hack to school because of his 1.241 GPA.
Payne believes that he was used as an
athlete and now he is a football player
without a degree. "I don't want to
slander Coach Kidd." said Payne, in a
recent interview before he was forced to
leave school. "1 respect the man a whole
lot and he's still my coach but I still
want to get my degree."
Coach Kidd responded. "You talked to
Bobby and he thinks he's been done a
great injustice but I think the University
has bent over backwards to keep him in
school."

on." said Payne.
Coach Kidd also commented that he
tried his best to keep Bobby in school
and especially to keep up his studies.
When Payne was asked'if he thought
he was being passed so that he could
continue his football career he commented. "I always thought that 1 had
earned every grade that I ever got but
now I have my doubts."
When Payne's advisor. Dionne Smith,
was asked to comment on Payne's case
and how he had managed to stay in
school with such a low GPA. she
refused. She stated it would endanger
student, advisor confidentiality.
Whether Payne met the academic
Payne is a man who has devoted his"
requirements through the second
life to football and now that his career is
chance program is a question that can't
over he feels that he has been left out in
Authorities
the cold. "It's like everyone is saying seem to get answered
within the department keep claiming
"Hey. I don't know Bobby Payne'. I
the records are confidential and private.
would just like to know what is going

Some printable etchings'

Graffiti...The handwriting on the walls
Bv BRIAN RI.AIR
Staff Writer
No prophetic caveman could have
lorseen the tremendous popularity of a
pasttime so simple as writing on walls
So you'll have to forgive primitive
man for not realizing that graffiti would
last as long as the wheel. Looking back
to the lime of giant lizards and various
other prehistoric creatures, one can't
help but wonder how many cavewives
sprouted gray hairs at the sight of little
Egor Jr. writing dirty words on the
walls with his stone crayolas.
Surely we of the twentieth century
weren't the first to think of such
diversions. But never the matter.
Here at the University, graffiti is the
students' most personal, as well as
uncensored form of communication,
with dormitory restrooms and the grill
being the prime places of publication, so
to speak. Notations include everything
from games - "pick a number" is just
one example - to ads which solicit sex in
every form imaginable, and then some.
As a matter of fact, some suggestions
and propositions would be enough to
make Larry Flynt blush.
Printable etchings include "Smile ...
you're on canda (sic) camera," "The
Fonz was here." and "If you smoke
cigarettes - you're a fool!" Surprisingly, in the latter instance, no
mention was made of any other type of
smoking often said to be common on
college campuses.
It would please many students who
enjoy
reminiscing
about
their
elementary school romances - usually

declared official by a friend who carved
such messages as "JP tows PB" inside
the traditional heart and arrow - to
know that the old custom is alive and
well, even with lovesick young adults.
Many a booth at the grill is decorated
with similar public proclamations of
love.
If interested enough to take the time
to read the other diverse scratching.
one. would discover a wealth of stories
never investigated In the pages of the
Progress. For instance, how many
students are aware that Stephanie
Battson established the record for "grill
sitting" on Oct. 28. 1974 (10 a.m. to 8
p.m.)?
And who remembers the mark was
topped by an unknown student - "in
memory of JB" - on Jan. 26,1978 when
he or she. possibly trying for The
(iuinrss Rook of World Records, supposedly sat for eleven hours?
Also, graffiti could be the savior of
those lonely and rejected students who
are forever in need of a date. Very few
realize that the possible answer to their
problems is in-the handwriting on the
wall, courtesy of a host of name - droppers who scrawl: "Call (fill in the name
of another equally lonely student who is
desperate enough to also leave a
telephone number) for a good time."
In other words, forget the computer
dating service.
While it may be a boon to students in a
number of odd ways, graffiti is chiefly a
disservice to University administrators
whomight be unpopular on the campus.
This especially evident in scribblings.

Periscoo*
tin Editor- Lisa Renshsw tells
how -1* kicked the smoking habit,
flee articles on page t.

which, roughtly translated, imply that
so-and-so inhales an extraordinary
amount of air while performing an
unnatural act. Below one such message
was the added inscription: "Once again
we prove that intelligent life is nonexistent on the planet Earth."
One graffiti-journalist, realizing that
the life which does exist on our planet
will some day pass away wrote: "You
slay them, we lay them...in Sullivan
Funeral Home (Perhaps this section of
wall space could be considered a kind of
"Classifieds" section)."
Why. in the name of the Great Wall of
China, would people care I* write notes
of this nature? Probably the only really
way to find a logical answer to that
question would be to arrange an interview with the distinguished Mr.
Wall.
Reporter: Uh. we'll begin with some
easy ones. Mr. Wall, sir. Perhaps you
might tell me when you were built.
Mr. Wall:
Reporter: Sir...? Well, I'll just move
right along to another one, if you don't
mind Tell me do you think I'm silly for
sitting here talking to a...well, uh a
person like you?
Mr. Wall:
Rrpm-irr: Let's try another one. Do
you enjoy having people write on you? I
mean, surely you realize that your
personality is almost totally determined
by what we humans write on you. Isn't
that so. sir?

himself, of course. A moment later, the
writer took one last look at the scribblings and wondered if maybe he had
just conducted the most successful
interview ever.
On his way out the door, he passed a
honk-toting student "Excuse me." said
the reporter, "but could you tell me
where I could find the man who once
said. If only walls could talk?' "

keys could have opened.
This theft eventually turned out to be
the only one reported which involved the
nine missing keys.
According to the Security report filed
by Baker, a $400 stereo system and a 12inch television set were removed from
his room, which indicated no signs of
forced entry.
Thomas Lindquist. director of Public
Safety and Security, stated that of the
nine keys, six were from the ninth floor,
two were from the second floor, and one
was from the fourth floor of Todd Hall.
I.indquist commented that, apparently, whoever committed the crime
"cased the job" first, knowing exactly
which keys they wanted, in order to gain
entry into the specific rooms.
He compared the "key job" to a rash
of thefts that occured last vear at about
the same time period, which had the
same method of operation and was
localized in one or two specific dorms on
campus.
He added, though, that it was his
belief that those individuals could not

have been responsible for this theft,
since arrests were made in the previous
case and the people involved were no;
longer on campus.
iin the brighter side. Lindquist pointed out that dorm thefts mn
Christmas break this year were>
tremendously lower than for the same£
period last year
Other than the theft at Todd Hall, he
stated that his office had received only
two other reported thefts that allegedly
occurred over the holidays.
Lindquist also reminded students that>
it would be a good idea to take all .
valuables home with them during-;
semester breaks
Todd Hall Dorm Director David Cecii commented that thefts had not been a^T
problem at the dorm last semester^
indicating that only "a couple of minor!-;
thefts" had occurred.
He added that the locks on the doors of-:
the "stolen key" rooms have since been*
changed

5

Teacher
evaluations
receive mixed
reviews
The 18 question form used by the
R> CHRIS ELSBERRY
College of Arts and Technology was
Staff Writer
In the spring of 1978, the Faculty composed by a committee of teachers in
Senate, along with the Student each department of the college and
Association, passed a measure making according to Libby Fraas. instructor of
the giving of teacher evaluations mass communications who worked on
mandatory to all students beginning this the form, the construction of the
evaluation was not all peaches and
semester.
Up until now. the evaluations had cream
"We met eight times lat least) to try
been given to students only upon the
discretion of the teacher or the and agree on questions that would
evaluate good teaching." said Kraas.
department chairman
"We thought that every question we
"We felt that the overall instruction
here needed to be evaluated." said John asked should indicate good teaching."
Cooper, vice president of the Student said Fraas. "We really had some
Association, who worked on the problems there
"For example." Fraas continued. "
evaluations with the faculty. "We felt
that if we could get an overall view on the question. 'Is the instructor enthe teaching here, we could help better thusiastic'' If the answer is Yes' does
that mean he is a good teacher? Not
the education of the University."
In discussing plans for the evaluation really."
Another thing the committee had
and the type of questions that would be
used. Cooper said. "We worked on difficulty deciding on was the rating
questions that would help the instructor, scale that would be used on the teacher
that would help benefit the student and evaluations.
"We argued a lot over it." said Fraas
that would help provide the best in"I don't like it at all. This (response
struction possible
In passing the mandatory evaluation number three on the evaluation sheet i
forms, each college was given the 'cannot evaluate'...what does that
II doesn't belong in the
responsibility of forming a committee mean'
to work out questions that would best evaluations at all."
Besides the Arts and Technology
suit their departments and the courses
(See TEACHER page IZ)
they offered.

Mr. Wall:

Reporter: Would you like me to
repeat the question? Sir? How about this
one. then...In your opinion, why do
people mark on you?
Mr. Wall:

editorials
page z
news, features...... page 3-6
worts
• ....pages 7-t
organizations
pages
arts •••••••••••••••.■age it

Reporter: Sir. I wish you would try to
be a bit more candid with your remarks.
But maybe I-should leave*you alone.
.Look. I'll come back some other time,
okay?
Mr. Wall:
As the flustered reporter walked
away, he could have sworn the
distinguished Wall was chuckling..to

Shake, shake, shake
a.

Everybody at the ballgame last Saturday was shaking their
booties - well, actually they were shaking their pom-poms. The
shakers were given away compliments of the Office of Student
Activities

L
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Editorials

China recognition
brings more complications
li has been almost one month
since the United State officially
recognized the People's Republic of

China.
What this means is (hat the
United States recognizes the existance of the most populous nation in
the world. There are 900 million
more people in existence now than
in December, at least as far as
diplomatic relations go.
For diplomatic reasons there can
only be one China officially
recognized by the government.
Because of this the United States has
broken relations with the Republic
of China, Taiwan.
Breaking tics with Taiwan was a
condition mainland China insisted
on before having diplomatic relations with the U.S.
This brings to mind the question
as to whether or not the U.S. should
have recognized mainland China.
What are the benefits in U.S.
recognition?
A nation of 900 million which is
in the process of modernization is a
very large and open market for
trade. There will surely be a great
increase of exports to China.
It was announced in December,
only a few days after President
Carter officially announced relations with China, that a major soft
drink company reached an agreement to export their product to
China, later, another company
announced that
they
will
be
distributing Chinese beers and wines

in the U.S.
The soft drink company was
quoted as saying their
trade
agreement would have come about
even without the official recognition
but that the diplomatic relations
helped speed up the pact.
Would this have been the result
anyway? Trade relations have been
increasing with China greatly over
the past few years. It is certain that
Carter's move will escalate the rate
that trade increases.
The fact that China is in the
process of modernization means
they will have to buy large amounts
of technical items and the U.S. is in
the position to supply these items.
This could be a great boon to the
economy, which is need of help.
Greater exports would create jobs
and decrease unemployment.
From an economical standpoint
the China normalization is good. It
would help unemployment and
bolster the economy. But economics
is not the most important aspect of
diplomatic relations with China.
Military relations must have been
an important part in the normalization ol relations with China.
China is a super power with the
technology 10 destroy the entire
planet. Power like that should not
go unnoticed by lack of diplomaticrelations.
The major argument made by
many is about the way Carter "sold
Taiwan down the riser," leaving 17
million free people out in the cold.

Communist China has announced
that they want to reunite Taiwan
and the mainland and it does not
matter as to the means used. It has
been insinuated that this could mean
violence.
The U.S. and Taiwan no longer
have any type of defense pact.
Could China be using this normalization as a way to take over
Taiwan? Possibly.
One must now wonder if the
benefits to be gained by recognizing
China will outweigh what the U.S.
gained from Taiwan.
Comparing the economic and
military situation the benefits seem
to go in favor of China. But what of
an intangible aspect, trust. Has the
U.S. betrayed the trust to Taiwan?
Carter could have found a way to
accept both China and Taiwan. The
only thing worse than ignoring 17
million people is to ignore 900
million people.
Two U. S. senators who had
announced support for Carter's
move with China have stated ihat
the U.S. should take a stand of
support lor Taiwan in the event the
mainland country does attack its
island counterpart.
This action may make the V. S.
look hypocritical, li should not be
taken this way. Rather it should be a
sign that this nation will honor its
military and defense agreements.
Without an honor like this, the
making of new friends and allys
would be difficult.

Students need run around
The 12-minute run required by the
physical education department as
part of the PHE 180 and 181 classes
has come under some criticism of
late.
Students say that the 12-minute
run is not fair and the Student
Senate isRwking'into the"possibility
of having the run eliminated.
It seems that no other Kentucky
state school has a similar requirement for their physical education

Elizabeth
Palmer-Ball Boredom
Alternatives
Before I started my freshman year
in college my uncle (old me that
when I came home at the end of my
first year I would be smoking Camel
cigarettes and drinking scotch. At
the time I remembered telling him
that he was crazy but sure enough,
though it wasn't Camels and scotch
but Kools and gin, my social habits
.
did change my freshman year.
Now four years later 1 am starting
to ask myself why and through
talking to some other friends who
have gone through the same thing I
think that it was probably out of
boredom. At first it was a social
thing but looking back it was
because I honestly didn't have

any thing else to do.
One friend of mine told me that
she went, downtown every night
Wednesday through Saturday not
because of anything other than she
was bored. Not that she was any less
bored down there but then maybe
boredom like misery loves company.
Another couple I know was going
to a midnight movie last Saturday
night aqd decided about 9 p.m. to
go out riding around before the
movie. They ended up going to (he
liquor store and getting a gallon of
wine and driving around drinking
that and smoking three joints. "We
were so out of it by the lime we got
to the movie we could barely keep
oUr eyes open. We really didn't have

Editor's mailbag

Disco debate

Dear Editor:
I am writing this in reference to the
article "Future of Disco Reflected on
Bathroom Walls" in the January 18
Progress.
Mr. Bernard stated in his article that
"Disco is the crazy kind of phase
America goes through ever so often."
evenutally comparing the disco industry
to streaking.
I would like to point out that the
discotheque business is a four billion
dollar per year industry with 10.000 new
discotheques opening annually.
According toeVBillboard" magazine it
is expected to be a dominant force in the
entertainment business for many yean.
"\ _ Culminating the five or so years, that
discotheques have been A gaining
popularity in this country: The disco
phenomenon, has produced one of the
leading box office, hits in motion picture
history and the longest No. 1 rated
soundtrack album in recording history
in "Saturday Njght Fever."
Disco has permeated every facet of
; 70"s life including fashion, recreation,
advertising, and entertainment.
I find it difficult to label this
phenomenon a "crazy kind of phase"
comparable to streaking.
In response to the statement that
"Disco music is about'' as stale and
- .
unexciting music that can be found
anywhere." I can only offer my nightly
■ observations of couple* excitedly
tugging each other to the dance floor In

A

m

order to dance to their favorite disco
tunes.
Disco music from an economic
standpoint has prgressed much quicker
than did rock and roll in the 19S0's.
Becord companies obviously would
not invest milliom of dollars in recording and promoting disco music if their
finished products did not sell.
Another recent economic indicator of
the popularity of disco music is seen by
the fact that WABC radioln New York
has been removed from its longstanding
No. 1 position in the ratings by an all
disco station.
Even our local favorite WEKY has
gone to a disco format at night.
Concerning Mr. Bernard's comments
on Richmond discotheques, I feel
compelled to recall my own-collegiate
days when the "cultural" night spots in
Richmond were dirty, smoke-filled bars
in which you often stood in stale beer.
The disco scene in Richmond gives its
patrons the opportunity to mingle and
dance in colorful, clean environments
rather than watch stoned musicians
attempting to duplicate the sound of
Jlntl Hendrix j*> *"*—- '—•——-s»
deafening than in discos. Live bands of
any quality have generally priced
themselves out of the Richmond market
as evidenced by the fact that no IocaJ
nightspot currently featurs live •»»"**
groups
I respect Mr. Bernard's opinions of
disco music, but I do not feel that he*vas
very open-minded in his article.
However. I feel, very confident that

brings about change
in social habits
a very good time.
Now, before I start getting letters
lo the editor saying that I am pulling
down those who like to party let me
clarify that I am not. I am simply
saying thai situation thai most of us
find ourselves in here in Richmond
is thai going downtown and
drinking is about our only way to
gel off campus. We all have our
favorite bars that we patroni7c as an
alternative to staying in our dorm
rooms.
Of course there are alternatives to
boredom other than drinking. Did
you ever consider taking advantage
of some of (he University's cultural
offerings? Maybe one night instead

ol spending ihe evening downtown
attend an art showing, recital
or
play.
Then there is always the option of
slaying home and really getting to
know some of the people you live
with in your dorm - gelling to know
them while talking in a bar when
everyone is tipsy is not the same as
just silting down and talking to
them.
Movies arc
also a good
possibility. OK, how about checking
out NBC's new television line-up.
Biting your nails? Chewing your
hair? Study?
Like I said the possibilities are
endless, use your imagination. I'll
see you downtown.

classes. Several do
not
have
manditory
physical
education.
When the Student Senate called, (he
other schools said the run was a
good idea and they may look into
the possibility of starting one.
The other state schools suggested
a prc-tcst .md a iK>M-test to check on
the progress of the students instead
of having a one, lime.TUB., U.
^.
So ii seems that Student Senate
may have started a statewide
program instead of eliminating ihe
run ai the University.
Students should not even be
complaining about the 12-minute
run. Instead they should be glad to
have the opportunity to get a grade
in a manner that should be easy.
Of course those students who are
complaining do not think the
12-minute run is easy. They seem to
ihink of it as a type of torture that is
a nccessiiy to complete the course.
It is not, or should not be.
The 12-minute run is used as an
evaluation of the progress made
during the semester in a physical
education class.
It is true ihat some of the PHE
180 and 181 classes a.e more
physical than others. Every student
is expected to and every student
should take pan in (he l2-minu(e
run.
It seems 10 go beyond just a

12-minute run ai a college in
Kentucky. The whole country has
become soft and athletics and
physical activities have been forsaken.
More and more people in this
coumry arc suffering heart attacks
and* the reason given by- the
American Medical Association is
, lac>. of, ajjysicilacyvitx^*";!
Now there wTi resurgence in
exercise. Because of the number of
heart attacks more and more people
have taken to running and jogging
to strengthen their hearts.
Numerous books and articles
have been written on the benefits of
running for the heart as well as the
rest of the body. Many doctors have
started heart attack patients on
running and jogging programs.
Now students and the Student
Senate arc questioning the worth of
ihe 12-minute run in ihe University's
physical education program.
Jusi because some students have
convinced themselves that they
cannot possibly run for 12-minutes
they want action and the elimination
of the run.
Those students who are not
willing lo (ry to succed at a challenge
like (he l2-minu(e run should not be
cxpec(ed to try to succeed at
anything.

Mark Turner
Editor
When we run off ten straight points
when that strange-sounding rock and
•
BwtoeasManager
rod music emerged years ago there ending in a "Turk" slam dunk and the Jim fhomsMin...
Elizabeth Palmer-Balli.
Maaagiag Editor
were many critics who were disap- crowd is on their feet, the other team
pointed that their favorite country or big calls time out we ought to be right into
Sarah Warren
• •••News Editor
band artists were being overshadowed Ihe fight son.
Lisa Reashaw
City Editor
Instead we get Superman or the Lone
by a newfangled music form.
Ken Parley.
Sports Editor
Kenny Luxon Ranger. At schools like Kentucky and
Features EdMor
Co-Owner. J. Suiter's Mill Ohio State during time outs their band Ginny Eager
Larry Bernard
•
••
Arts Editor
Richmond. Kentucky doesn't sit and let the opposing team
cheerleaders do a cheer, they fire
Robin Pater
•
Orgaaizatktas Editor
directly into the fight song.
Dieter Carlton
a
•
Staff Artist
I must admit that last Saturday when
Editor.
Scott
Mindrum
Circaladoa
Maaager
After witnessing last Saturday's great the noise was deafening and the pomdisplay of enthusiasm and school spirit 1 poms were shaking and the Colonels
feel that everyone involved, should be were romping it was the proudest I have
recognized and commended, that in- been of my school.
Member of Associated Collegiate Press Association. Columbia Scholastic Press
cludes everyone from the team itself to
DougDearen Association and Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association.
the screaming fans.
It's already proven that big time
Represented far national advertising by Use College Advertising Sales and Sercollege basketball is well underway at
vice. Inc., Chicago , 111.
EKU with players like Bruce Jones and
Anyone in the university community is
James "Turk" Tillman returning for welcome to submit a guest opinion anicle to
Published each Thursday during the regular school year except for vacation and
next year and standout transfere ihe Progress for publication. Article! should
Tommy Baker joining them. A be of ■ topical nature, typed and cxaminaUon periods at Eastern Kentucky University by authority of the Board of
Regents
through Use Student, Publications Beard
|
basketball power is being built at double spaced, between 700-1000 wordi and
written'in good English. The ediiors reserve
Eastern.
.
the fight to reject any article judged libelous.
The thijfg that "impressed me most slanderous
Opinions expressed* herein are those of student editors or other signed writers and
or In bad taste. Articles should be
was the organizing of a banner contest, received "by the editors no' later than the do not necessarily represent the views of this university. Advertising appearing In
with its ^real particination and the Exutav before the date «• '"■•"■'•ation. Be aura this newspaper Is intended to help the reader'buy. Aay false or maaleaehng adsupplying of funds and distribution'of tu include your nsmsj^^rr —-* 'elephone vertising should be reported to the Basinet* Manr—». Ike Eastern Progress'
number.
the "maroon and white pom-poms.
Fourth Floor Jones Building. Second class postage paid at Richmond. Ky. thfTS.
.. Letters to the editor ere welcome. All
These are the type of things that are letters
must be signed, less then 400 words
necessary in creating-enthusiasm and and Include the address and telephone ..Eastern. Keftacky University is an ee^aal opportunity, affirmative action eatsf
tjgdttion in a'sports*program
number
of
the
writer.
Address
en
ployer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, rational
fTne one area of criticism I do have is correspondence to:
origin or handicap to the admission to, or participation in. aay educational
*
Editor
,
*
the' band.. We need to get our band to
program or activity wnicb It conducts. Aay complaint arising by reason of alleged
Eastern Progress
*
play the school fight song more. And The
discrimination shonM be directed in writing to Dr. Rebecca Broaddns. Arflrenatlve
Fourth Floor. Jones Building
please pick one and stick with it. Who EKU
Action Officer, Million House. EKU. Campas tolephsae aamber tSStL
0
ever heard of having two fight songs
Richmond. Ky. 40475

School spirit

Letters policy
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News/Features
Senate discusses
12-minute run
H- I.KKSAWADDI .E
Staff Writer
Senator Don McNay's proposal asking
for "'less emphasis" on the 12-minute
run and a change in the grading system
of the Physical Education Department
was discussed at the Tuesday. Jan. 23
meeting of the.Student Senate.'
The proposal, which was passed by
the Senate last semester, has been sent
to PE Department Chairman John Deck
for consideration.
According to John Cooper, vice
president of the Student Association.
The Senate felt by majority that the 12minute run wasn't justifiable."
Senate President Steve Foster pointed
out that the University "Is the only
school in the state which requires
students to take the test."

The 12-minute run is required by the
P.E department and 15 percent of a
student's grade is based on it.
The Senate also passed a proposal to
add a pedestrian entrance across from
the l-.iiuiisifi Road parking lot.
Complaints about the narrow
University entrance presently used for
both vehicles and pedestrians have been
received by the Senators.
According to Foster. University officials recognize the problem.
Additionally. Foster announced the
disbanding of the Brockton Commission.
The Senate had hoped that the
Commission would help to provide
Hrockton residents with more adequate
representation.
Alternative suggestions for Brockton
are now being sought by the Cabinet.

Survey shows
RA's satisfactory
Bvl.KKSAWADDI.F.
Staff Writer
According to the results of the
Resident Assistants (RAi evaluation
survey conducted in November, most
campus residents are satisfied with the
performance of their RAs.
Dan Bertsos. director of men's
residence hall programs, has recorded
statistics stating that 85 percent of the
students living on campus are satisfied
with their RAs Only 11 percent said
they are dissatisfied
The majority of residents feel that
their RAs are well-informed about
University policies and supportive of
dorm programs
As a group, freshman are most
satisfied with their RAs even though the
results. Bertsos said, are "very consistent "
Greeks and Independents are being
served equally well, according to the

statistics
Although 7.000 surveys
were
distributed, only 2.500 students
responded
Bertsos feels that a greater response
can be attained next year by making the
survey easier to complete and by letting
the students know more about the
survey and its importance
This is the first year the survey has
been conducted
The purpose of the survey is to help
plan KA training units and to help RAs
improve their individual performances.
In the future, more in-service
programs will be planned for the RA
staff
Bertsos hopes to expand the fall
workshop for RAs and would like to
have more RAs involved in the planning
of workshops
A spring workshop is being planned.
Presently. RAs are being recruited
for next fall Interviews for RA positions
will be granted throughout February

People Poll
by DONNA BUNCH

Do you feel thai loo much emphasis Is placed on sports and athletes In the
University community. Why or why not?

Fish eye view
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Smoking

Kicking the habit takes willpower...
Kvl.lSAKENSHAW
Citv Editor
Monday-Jan. 15

I have chosen not to smoke. I wish I
could have that engraved on my mind.
Here it is. only one hour after my first
session at the No-Smoking clinic and
I'm dying for a cigarette. I'm just going
to have to get used to the idea that when
I want a cigarette I can't have one That
second film, the one that started out so
corav. sure made me sick. I never would
have thought that they'd show a real
person getting cut open with a scalpel
and really showing the blood. How could
n doctor be so calm about sticking his
hand in the middle af a bloody chest and
pulling nut a cancerous lung? I thought I
was going to throw up.
The program seems to make sense, a
little lime consuming and very
restrictive They want me to give up
cigarettes, alcohol and food, all at one
lime. True, the more I drink the more I
smoke. True, there's nothing better than
a cigarette after a pizza This is going to
take more willpower than I thought
Tuesday-Jan. It
I tried, but I simply couldn't go all day
without one. I only had two which was
great compared to my usual 20 or more.
Rut two is more than I'm supposed to
have at all. I'm getting tired of just
eating fruit and drinking fruit juices and
water. This is no way for a normal
college student to be living. If I hadn't
told everyone I was going to quit
smoking. I'd go back to all my vices. At
least I wouldn't be so nervous and
irritable. Maybe I ought to go downtown. That would just mate it worse. I'd
end up smoking a pack. I haven't been
able to concentrate on school work
either. Studying and smoking have
always gone together so well. It's so
much easier to read a couple chapters of
political science while lighting up a
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YoUnda Bowling, freshman law .
enforcement. Independence. Ky.
•'They get loo many privileges, I
think."
Robert Taylor, senior-recreation
and park.administration, Carlisle.
Ky.
"I don't think enough is personally. Sports is a recreation and it
still seem* to be limited to a few. I'
think it's something everyone should
be involved in."
».
Sally Smith, senior-fashion merchandising. Georgetown. Ky.
"I don't think there is a lot of
. emphasis. I don't thin* there it as
big of a response Iron! the students
. as there should be."

S^-.

Dan Wagner, senior-industrial
education. Wheelersburg. Ohio
"No. I wouldn't think so. I think
sports attracts a lot of people from
all over "
Dave Tierney. junior-business.
Louisville. Ky.
"No. not really. In some dases
they do. At bigger campuses, they do
place too much emphasis. But at this
campus, no." -«
' a;
•»
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Sue Carroll, junior-electronic data
processing. Kettering. Ohio.
"No. the women don't get enough.
The guys have come a long way •.
*ut the women haven't got
recognition yet."
;
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objects a rounded look. The lens accepts a wider field of view than the human
eye normally does.

Photographer Doug Fruchtenicht took this picture looking out at the
Meditation Chappel and the Wallace Building with a special type of lens known
as a fish-eye The lens distorts the image being photographed giving straight

cigarette every couple of pages. I can sit
at a typewriter and get a story written a
lot faster if I have a cigarette. And
reading a newspaper. The Courier just
isn't as interesting without my cig s. I
think I'll just become a hermit. Well, it's
party time. I said I'd help celebrate
Carol's birthday, but everyone will be
drinking and there will toe cigarettes all
around Hope t don't lose my nerve.
Wednesday-Jan. 17'
Today was the pits. I did pretty good
at the birthday party last night. I didn't
smoke any. but 1 couldn't resist drinking
a couple of beers. Maybe I'm addicted to
alcohol as well. I wish the room would
stop spinning. I've never felt so sick
from not smoking And my head is
killing me. I should have gone to the
meeting tonight. I would probably feel
better knowing that everyone else was
feeling bad. Misery loves company or
something like that. I couldn't even get
a story written this week I think I'll Just
go to bed and sleep for a week. They said
if I could make through a week, half the
battle would be won. If 1 follow the fiveday plan. I should be all right. I don't see
how
Thursday-Jan. in
I have still chosen not to smoke. I
can't believe I've made it this far. I did
light a cigarette and I did take a puff,
but I felt so guilty that I couldn't take
another one. Besides, it didn't even taste
good. I know it was silly, but I just let it
hum in the ashtray. Somehow it made
me feel better. I'm driving everyone up
a wall though. I'm so nervous and
worried that I'm making everyone else
nervous. I'm going to try and not worry
so much about it tomorrow. I do feel
better though. At least I think I do. I'm
awfully tired. Another symptom of
kicking the habit. Tomorrow's the last
day of the program. What will I do
without the meetings to go to? I'll nave
to do it all on my own.

ndav-.lan. IS
Tonight's the last night. I've made it
rough the week. I feel so proud of
through
vself I never thought I'd make it. But
mvself.
I did. Of course the battle isn't over yet
I'll probably always- want a cigarette,
especially at certain times. But I'll just
have to remember that I've quit. I like
knowing that I've got willpower I have
so many weaknesses that It's nlc* to
know I've got some strength. I've
noticed how people are more aware of

when they smoke
when they're around
si
Mv
me.
Mv ..
smoking friends are now
m
.
■ ' for smoking in front of me
JBJSBW can convince dad to quit.
jSrdH,, can quit, he can too. 1 don't
want to be onejof those people who go
around preaching about not smoking. I
always hated it when people would start
complaining about my smoking. Maybe
it was because it hurt too much
Anyway* Lisa, congratulations, from
Lisa.
»

.. .and
a five-day plan
Kvl.lSARRNSHAW
City Kditor
A total of 160 cigarettes were smoked
Monday. Jan. IS by just eight people in
Conference room B. And It was the last
day these eight would smoke that many
These people were beginning the fiveday plan to kick the smoking habit.
The five-day plan is a program
developed by the Seventh-Day Adventists. According to Pastor Lewis
Brand, coordinator of the campus
program, on a national scale the
program has helped approximately R5
per cent of those who have joined.
By using a combination of films,
literature and presentations by Brand
and Dr. Fred Gibbs. assistant director
of Student Health Services, the program
offered facts and helpful ideas for those
people with a true desire to stop
smoking. The program also employs a
buddy-system for quitters to help each
other through crisis times.
Although this program was sponsored
by the Adventists. rellgilon was not

preached Brand talked each night
about willpower and spoke of religion as
a means to improve one's willpower, but
he did not try to convert the group to his
religion or even God.
The program urges participants to try
and maintain a fairly restrictive diet by
drinking plenty of fruit juices and
water, avoiding alcohol, caffine. red
meats and other smokers. A dairy
exercise program plus a week relatively
free from tension helps the smoker to
stick to the plan.
Out of the eight people who started
and finished the program, four people
have been successful, so far. The fiveday plan includes a follow-up program
to see how many quitters remain
quitters The follow-up results aren't as
impressive. About 30 to 40 percent
remain non-smokers.
The Adventists five-day plan is only
one of the many programs available to
t hose who need help in kicking the ha bit
For those wanting more information
about another smoking clinic, contact
Dr Glbbs at the infirmary.

Coles
Bladder
troubles
Raymond
B,adder
common
M
n
IVI.L/.

infection
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in young women

on end are often in misery by
chemicals and fluid in the system.
Are you female? Do you suddenly
mid-week. It is an occupational
Infections
in
the
kidney
usually
lead
have to go the bathroom RIGHT
disease of cowgirls with their
NOW several limes an hour? Do to backache, chills and fever, and
you go feeling like a two-gallon frequently nausea. These are not the supertight britches and hours in the
saddle. Women on bicycle tours are
bucket and end up like half a cup primary symptoms of bladder
another example.
full of razor blades and maybe some infections, and are far less common.
Obviously,
the
bladder
neck
in
blood? If so, you are probably one
Surprisingly, the bladder can also
of the 10 percent of women students women is relatively short, and the
be infected without any symptoms
who develop bladder infections. vast majority of infections are
at all. They can be due to a light"
That would be hundreds, and pushed into the bladder from
infection, which is sometimes left
"hundreds of women here at Eastern, outside-the bladder neck. Equally
over from inadequate treatment, or
obviously the most statistically
soajf is worth talking about.
minor contamination in the first
frequent cause of that is sexual
To start, a bladder iniection is, not
, place. It is dangerous because it can
the same as a kidney, infection. The intercourse - in fact there is a type of
swianfcV— 'be urinary stream- like,
kidneys are way up'arthe oack of infection known as "Honeymoon
spawning
salmon,
invade
the
cystitis"
(cystitis
being
the
technical
the body, inside the area where the.
kidneys (sometimes also without
ribs meet the backbone. Their job is term for bladder infection). Howsymptoms) and over a period of
to. remove many waste materials ever.'h is far from the only reason.
years «t»«rfw «H* kidneys and the
Mothers who have children swimfrom the body, and to maintain
woman, that is probably»very rare>
ming on long weekends and who
fluid and chemical balance both by
(1 know of no hard Figures) but it is
must
wear
wet
bathing
suits
for
days
removing and by restoring vital

an avoidable danger,
so for
goodness sake take the medicine
exactly as your doctor tells you, and
be faithful about any follow-up
studies that he recommends.
Now (he good news. All but a tiny
minority of cases can be readily
relieved in 48 hours or less and
completely eliminated in ten days.
Ejghty percent of recurrences are
reinfections, so a "Cure" is never
"permanent".
Two Final suggestions that rr»iy
spare' you".f"Hn this common,
painful and boring problem. First',
use an antibacterial soap such as
Dial or Betadine from the drug
store arJ —^ke your partner do it
too. Secondhand very, obviously,
always wipe from frontto back.
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Stars computer operated
from the observatory According to
By NANCYSPENCER
Fletcher, in an observatory one looks at
Staff Writer
the sky through a telescope. But. a
^The University will be the site of a planetarium "recreates the sky for
Mcv. planetarium which is now under vou."
construction.
Fletcher indicated that the main goal
The new planetarium will be located of the planetarium would be to serve the
on' Kit Carson Drive across from the students and staff from the University
Srratton Building.
He said they will be working with all the
Dr. Jack Fletcher, director 01 the departments developing programs that
planetarium, said that the planetarium will be beneficial to each particular
is •'fairly unique" because it is large department.
There are approximately 870
Other goals will be to serve the public
planetariums in the United States and schools in Eastern Kentucky. Programs
lias one will be the eighth largest
for the general public will be held once
Another reason it is unique is because or twice a week. Fletcher said it will be
it will be operated by computers. This is "something like going to the movies."
the fourth planetarium installed to be
Other colleges and universities in
operated by computers. Two of the Kentucky have planetariums. But.
cemputer-operated planetariums are •'None comes close to being as large or
located in St Paul. Minn, and San as sophisticated as ours." Fletcher
Dtego. Calif The third one is located in commented.
Cleveland. Ohio, but has been closed
The University should be very proud
dawn
to have such a facility." Fletcher added
Fletcher said the planetarium differs He went on to say that it is the only

facility of its kind at an educational
institution anywhere in the world.
According to Fletcher, there will also
bean area for exhibits. One such exhibit
will be an 8 x 16 starchart. To see a
particular constellation one would push
a button on a console and the constellation, would appear.
Fletcher said that they would "Try to
provide entertainment perhaps in the
evening but yet be educational."
Priority of use will go to people from
this University. However. Fletcher said
that other schools would be able to
utilize the facility if they so desire.
The facility will be the Arnim D.
Hummel Planetarium. It is being
named in honor of Dr. Arnim D. Hummel, a former physics instructor.
Hummel taught at the University during
the 1930's and is now deceased.
The facility is expected to be completed by Jan.. 1980. Fletcher said they
had hoped to complete it sooner but the
winter of 1978 held up construction.

Yes has the Line
on sexual questions
offering information, referrals and
counselling regarding problems related
to birth control, pregnancy, abortion,
veneral disease and sexuality.
On Oct. 15. 1975. the Yes Line opened.
since then the service has received an
average of 3.000 calls a year.
"People need to know they are not the
only one with a problem and that it's
more common than they expected."
said Allison Hile. a Yes Line worker
The Yes Line does not give advice.
Ihey try to stick to factual information
According to Hile. there is an extensive
referral book used by the Yes Line.
"Sexuality is not a topic that is freely
discussed in most households." Hile
said
The Yes Lnv» is the only hot line for
saxuality in the state of Kentucky and
works about 30 volunteers a week. But
Hile said that not enough people know
about the service.
The Yes Line has one number: 2S2S395 The calls are sent through that
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Got a headache ?

Bv SI K FREAKI.KY
Staff Writer
, What do you do when you have a
(luestinn about the subject of sex?
Remember, you are in college, you're
suppose to have all the answers, without
nsking the questions.
' Sex is something we all talk about As
soon as the subject is brought up. we're
all ears
- Most people consider themselves
"experts" but how do they become an
expert'
If you have a question about sex. you
probably won't ask it. Either you are too
embarrassed or you feel like an idiot,
because you are just suppose to know all
the answers.
There is someone you can talk to and
-they «tim t haveto know .who you art and
ytu do not need to know thorn, . n •.
. .In I .exinRtim. there is an organization
Ida lied I he Yes Line, ready to give
factual answers about questions on the
subject of sex.
The Yes Line is a telephone service
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"For example, a male concerned
about impotence, if he knows he is not
the only male in the world that suffers
from this and that something can be
done about it. then he feels much better
about the problem." Hile said.
All age groups call the Yes Line, but
more teenagers call than adults and
more males than females.
"I think males in our society are
expected to know about sexuality and
yet nobody expects them to ask any
questions, our service gives an
anonymous, accurate source for people
to call in and get the information they
need." Hjle said.
" Anyone can call the Yes Line, they are
open from 1:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.
' Hile saW that the Yes Line would like
to'he open 2* hours a day ithey have
been in the past) but not many people
can work during the morning hours
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The Yes Line calls are based on all
areas of sexuality.
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Camp Placement Day Feb. 8
Students and others who want jobs at
camps this summer may find them at
the University's Camp Placement Etey
Feb. 8.
Representatives from camps in six
stales will be present to interview job
applicants in trie Keen Johnson Building
from 9am to noon and from 1:30 to 5
p.m.

National Opera Company

aaaa^aaaaaaaaaaaaSaaaaaaaaB!

I» Sheryl Jo Stephan of the Depart
men! of Recreation and Park Administration said a wide variety of job
openings will be available - in youth
agency, private and church camps and
ramps for the handicapped
"Students whose curriculum requires
professional field experience may be
able to fulfill this requirement through a

More information may be obtained by
writing or phoning Ur Stephan 1606-622-

i RECORD SHOP
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No. 4 South Porter Dr.
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summer camp job." she said.
This placement service is available to
college students and elementary and
high school teachers at no charge, she
added
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Renner scores
in commercial
with Bench

1928 liberal
subject
of Ellis' biography

By GINNV EAGER

Son of Irish immigrants, Callahan
was self-directing commented Ellis,
Ahead of his time. Callahan belonged to
an era of Kentucky progress!vism.
staled Ellis
Ellis remarked that Callahan was an
advocate of world peace and belonged to
the Knights of Columbus during World^
War I
Ellis considers Callahan a liberal and
an influential person, citing his backing
of the 18th Amendment and Prohibition
in 1928 For these controversial topics
fallahan was opposed by leaders of the
Catholic church.

Bv VANF.SSA FRAZIF.R
staff Writer
Patrick Henry Callahan's political,
economic and social ideas will be the
lopic "f a biography written by Dr.
William E Ellis
Ellis, associate professor of -ocial
science, was awarded a $400 research
Krant by the Center for the Study of
American Catholicism
The grant will cover travel expenses,
stated Fllis
Kecause of a fire that destroyed most
of Callahan's personal letters in 1930.
Fllis has had to travel to New York.
Boston ;ind lo the Library of Congress in
Washington. I) C
to further his
research on Callahan The libre'ies of
the t'niversity <>f Kentucky, the
I'niversity of Louisville and the John
(irant Crabbe library also contain
letters written by Callahan
While president of the Louisville
Varnish Company. Callahan organized
a orofit sharing plan for each of his onehundred employees in 1912. an event
thai is -still thought of as rare today,
commented Fllis
As an active Catholic layman.
Callahan was enterprising in social
activities lie organized and was the
chairman of the Commission on
Religious Prejudices from 1915 lo 1917
With this he developed literature to
comhai prejudices against Catholics
Keing one of the founders of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews, he
was also an organizer of the l/iuisville
I'rhan League

Features Editor
Entering a beauty contest and winning would be an extraordinary happening for any college girl, but for 21vasuvold Vicky Renner. entering and
just coming in third set off a chair of
events that have put her life into a spin.
Renner. a senior ohvsical education
major from Cincinnati, Ohio went home
for Christmas vacation and was reading
a newspaper when an ad caught her eye.
The advertisement was promoting the
"Miss Venus. Miss Cincinnati" pageant
and Renner decided to enter.
She went for an interview, submitted
a picture of herself and on Jan. 9, 1979
she made it past the preliminaries of the
pageant.
Tall and slender with a vivacious
smile and sparkling eyes, Renner talked
of her experience aided by her hands
which were constanly on the move.
A few days after the interview.
Renner got a call from a man who had
seen her picture. The man said that he
"liked her smile" and offered Renner
the chance to do a television commercial with Johnny Bench. Needless to
say Renner accepted the offer.

Though Callahan never held a
political office, remarked Ellis, he was
zealous in supporting the Democratic
parly He was a strong Roosevelt
supporter in 1932 and a backer of
Herbert Hoover
Owing to Callahan's activeness. Ellis
explained that it has not been simple
writing the biography With the grant.
Fllis is planning a trip to Notre Dame in
early summer. He added that completion of the book should only take a
few weeks

Analyze your health
Your health: a self analysis'' will be
I he topic of a lecture by Herman S Bush
Tuesdav. Jan 30. 7 p.m.. in the Ferrell
Room of the Combs Building Bush is
chairman of the department of school of
public health

Poms away
Tim Itixon. a sophomore from Irvine, shows some spirit during last Saturday's basket hall game with Tennessee Tech. Dixon's fraternity. Delta Upsilon.
won third place in the banner contest sponsored by the Progress as part of Spirit
Day Clay Hall won first place: O'Donnell hall placed second and Sigma Pi tied
with 1)1' for third place in the contest

Fees, fear,apathy keep faculty from AAUP
H\ \ WESSAKHA/.IKR
Staff Writer
The I'niversity is among 1,365 other
campuses nationwide that house a
chapter of the American Association of
I'niversity Professors "AAUPi. The
organisation which began in 1915 with
the intention of advancing the standards, ideas and welfare of higher
education faculty, was started on
campus in IMS.
According to Dr Bonnie Gray, vicepresident, the association looks out for
the welfare of the professors as a group
AAUP is interested in the financial
compensation of faculties from similar
colleges so that discrepancies do not
occur, according to Gray.
She wenl further to state that the
guidelines set for its members are indirectly beneficial to the students in that
(hey provide the professor with a better

altitude towards his profession
Colleges and universities have
developed
general
policies and
procedures in accordance with AAUP
on setting standards and regulations
The student handbook was written in
full compliance with the AAUP's
policies governing students, stated
Robert Stebbins. member at-large of
the local chapter
Academic freedom is important to the
association.
Stebbins
maintains.
Without this freedom, he feels a society
is not free.
Tenure is another important issue of
the AAl'P. "AAUP." said Gray, "thinks
tenured and non-tenured teachers
should he treated alike."
The association views itself as a
mediator between faculty and administration. Gray continued
AAl'P also offers group life insurance
for its members, a bulletin and a news
magazine, according to the vice

president
Yet. with such backing and benefits.
There are only 75 members presently
on campus." said Klaus Hcberle. local
president
. He went further to state that of the 75
members. 6B are active members, four
are associates I holding campus administrative positions) and five are
emiritus professors This accounts for
about 10 percent of the faculty.
Stebbins cites three reasons for the
lack of participation. The first, he feels,
is that the faculty fears penalization by
their department deans or chairmen.
This fear he further commented, has
existed for a number of years.
His second reason is based on the cost
of membership fees The national fees
are on a scale from $25 Io $45 yearly,
depending on the amount of income,
liwal fees are $2 yearly
"The faculty feels financially
squeezed." he said.

The third reason Stebbins stated was
apathy and pessimism The faculty,
feels the time devoted to issues is not
sufficient to get anything done. He
added that the faculty feels the Faculty
Senate can get everything
accomplished.
,.
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Richmond, Ky.

Heberle remarked that the lack at
participation was because many faculty
members belong, to the Kentucky
Education Association iKEAi and the
National Education Association (NEA).
Heberle said a professor must belong
nationally before belonging locally. This
means' paying local and national fees.
Dr Frank Williams who is satisfied
with the association. "I think AAUP
consistently provides a forum both
locally and nationally from dealing with
important higher education issues,
especially issues which affect the interest of the faculty." he said.

Wl be interviewing si
students interested in
Food Service Careers on
Thursday, Feb. 1st
from 9:004:30

The commercial was advertising the
Holiday Inn Weekend Special and it
showed Bench sitting in a swing talking
while Renner pushed him back and forth
and smiled
Renner wore a pair of shorts, tank top
and sandals and said that she really had
fun doing the commercial. "It took all
day long lo do." she continued, "and it
was really professional and just a lot of
fun."

mercial which was filmed at the Holiday
Inn in Sharonville. Ohio. Although it was
a full day's work, Renner feels the
money was adequate since she isn't
actually a professional model
Renner is a member of the University
track and cross country team and jogs
practically every afternoon She has run
in many races across the country including one in New York City. According to her, Bench was very interested in the fact that she runs
"He talked for a couple hours just
about running." she added. "I was very
impressed with him." Bench told
Renner that he was going to contact the
"Greater Cincinnati Sports " magazine
and that they would possibly do a story
on her.
Through the pageant and the commercial, a modeling job was offered to
Renner She said that she was thrilled
For someone who had been planning lo
teach P.E after graduation this was an
exciting switch.
The modeling agency is one that has
just opened in Cincinnati and Renner
said that first of all they would take
video tapes of her walking and talking
The actual modeling will not start until
next summer. This is fine with Renner
as she said that she is very busy with her
last semester of school and her sports
Renner is also planning lo do some
modeling locally for Anita's Bridal
Boutique.
As to whether or not Renner will go
into professional modeling, she doesn't
know vet. "I don't really know what I'll
be doing when I graduate, it depends on
what happens I guess." she said.

Renner added that one of the
It is a 30-second spot which is airing highlights of the entire thing was the
now on Channel 19 in the Cincinnati fact that she met so many nice people
area. "It was really great," said . More importantly, she added, they
treated her like an equal which made
Renner. "1 met a lot of people "
her feel very good
Renner was paid $35 to do the com

Music Opportunities Days
The University is giving high school
juniors and seniors two opportunities to
vtail its music faculty and learn about
careers and scholarships in this field.
Jan. 27 and Feb. 10 have been set
aside by the Department of Music as
Music Opportunities Days for the high
school students
They will be given auditions for
scholarships in strings, voice, brass,
percussion, woodwinds, keyboard and
music theory. Financial assistance
representatives will be on hand to tell
the visitors about federal programs of
financial aid for students.

The high school musicians will attend

counseling sessions with faculty advisors on academic degree programs
and entrance into university Ufa. Admissions Office personnel will supply
information of interest to parents of
students planning to attend college.
The students will gain information on
how to become members of the
University
orchestra.
choral
organizations, and jazz and other bands.
and how to enter the fields of. music
education,
church
music,
merchandising and other careers.
The University music faculty will
entertain the visitors with a musicale in
the Clifford Theatre at 9:50 a.m.

STUDIO IN
LONDON PARIS
NEW YORK ft L.A.

BILL HAMMON'S
HAIRCUTTERS
Two For One Haircut
Bring A Friend

Appointments

To register, sign up at
the Placement Office.
319 Jonas Blag.

*«. ♦

set for high school students

Only
•23-1714

218 S. Porter Dr.

SPECIALS
M*I

When
EKCI
Wins
You Win!

a uuatia

PANTS,

SPORT

-■ ft A

SWEATERS COATS #9ET.
SKIRTS,
*~
PLAIN

DRESSES

ON MEN'S ft LADIES

2 PIECE SUITS

EA.

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
ON

One HOUR
DRYCLeaneRS
* *

Check details of selected home
EKU Basketball game programs to find
out how you may receive after-thegame treats.
We'll see you after the game.
■at

A

-. 2

'.■'"

Shoppwe Village
Shopping Center
or
Main Street Location

PIZZA
10" Single Topping

$

SPAGHETTI

1.75

Plaia or Meat Saace

Andy's
Pizza Palace
\t*ft-.:.'

Eastern By-Paw

HON. thr. FRi.
tern
Eastern
By Pass
ass

■'

■

623:5400

11 am til 3 pm
Richmond
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Organizations
Eta Sigma
begins

'Disco' Bill to rock
Martin Hall dance

health series
H> liniliv I' \ 11 l<
Organizations KdiUM
Kiii Sigma Gamma began its series of
health lectures for Ihe spring semester
last evening when Dr. Bobby Barton.
athletic trainer and associate professor
of physical education spoke on Ihe topic
nf "Drugsand Athletes." Emphasis was
placed on the idea thai athletes do use
and abuse drugs
The next of the lecture series will be
given hy Herman S. Bush. Professor
and Chairmaa of the Department of
School and fKtMtc--flealfliKof EKU.
Hush, who will speak on Jan. 30. will
discuss
'Your
Health
A Self
Analysis."
On" Feb. 20. "Everything You Would
Like To Ask A Gynecologist" will the
the topic of a lecture to be given by
Michael Gordon. M.D.. who is a
uynecolngist-obstetrician of Richmond.
Nicholas Pisacano. Ml) will discuss
"Feeling Good. Being Healthy: A
Matter of Lifestyle" on Feb
26.
Pisacano will stress that the way one
lives is the most reliable index of how
healthy one is and will be
"Nutrition Today
Safety at the
Plate" will lectured on by Effie
Creamer. PhD . Professor of Ihe
Department of Home Economics at
Eastern. Eating can be hazardous to
your health and are there healthy ways
io cat on the EKU bypass will be ideas
discussed during Creamer's lecture
Hay Daugherty. executive director of
the Kentucky Alchoholism Council in
l.cxmc.tiin will lecture on "A Healthy
Drinking Ethic - There is a New Mood
Affect in America and Some Ground
Kules For Drinking " His lecture will be
given on March 21.
"Physical Fitness and Weight Control" will be discussed by Paul Motley.
Ph.D . Associate Professor of Physical
Education at Eastern. April 9.
The final lecture in the series will be
given hy Michael Roy Nichols. Ph.D..
Counseling Psychologist Nichols will
discuss "Learning To Deal With Stress"
on April 24.
All lectures in this series will be given
in Ihe Fen-ell Room of' the Combs
Building at 7 p.m

Club sets
lecture

MM

The Philosophy Club will present a
lecture hy Dr. Frank Williams,
associate professor of philosophy, on the
subject "What's wrong with determinism'" Wednesday. Jan. 31 in the
Clark Room of the Wallace Building at
7:30 p.m The speech is open to the
public.

Sherry Jo Pitts
Kathy Hacker Smith
Shirley Roberts
Patsy Woolum

By RUBIN PATER
Organizations Editor
"Disco" Bill Peterson will entertain
al this Sunday night's disco dance to be
held in Marlin Hall lobby from 7 to II
p.m
Currently from Dayton. Ohio,
Peterson is originally from Harlan. Ky
Kor Ihe past three years, he has
travelled around Kentucky and in the
Dayton area with what he calls his
••disco on wheels " Peterson's set-up
includes a light show including a
mirrored ceiling ball and spotlights
"He loves it and he loves to sec people
having a good time." said Martin Hall
resident Debbie Branson, who is also a
personal friend of Peterson's "I have

yet Io be at a party or dance where he's
playing where people are not having a
t!nod lime." she added
Kquipped with 9.000 songs to choose
from.
Disco" Bill plays requests,
making sure he plays the kind of music
dancers will want to hear
So register now for Martin Hall's
dance contest. Though the dance is free
of charge and open to any EKU
students, the contest is open only to
Martin residents and their dates. Also,
the contesl is limited to the first 10
couples who register at the desk Hurry
and register now! Prizes include a $15
first place. $10 second place, and $5
third place award to the three best
dancing couples

Ranger Club offers
ROTC-type training
(PHoto by SCOTT ADAMS)

Striking a pose

Rowling is merely one of many sporting activities students
can take advantage of. just as freshman Edward Ceen of
Hazel Green. Ky. has at the Powell Bowling Lanes

"He'll produce the films, while the
EKU film center will, of course, do the
actual filming." added Griffith
Background material for the films
Film making is in the planning lor
will come from library researching,
the Coal-Energy Club, that is.
< An SBO0 grant has been given by the! viewing similar energy-related films,
Kentucky
Council on
Economic and talking to some coal operators
Education to the students for the pur- around, the slate. ( which Griffith
pose of making a series of films having reportad,jnc,lude%,fi»((^-5.000 companies
, ...
to do with the coal induslry's role in the in IWal
"Two students will act as liasons
state's economy and Ihe national coal
between other members of the club and
induslry's contributions to the economy
Researching will soon begin for some Mi. Bobbert." commented Griffith. In
30 club members and other coal-mining essence, "students will be getting the
administration majors who will gather ingredients of the films together."
information and statistics, as well as answered Griffith. "I think this project
will be interesting to the students and
doing Ihe planning of Ihe actual films
provide them with managering exProducing the films will be Larry C
liobbert. a television producer, ac- perience also."
cording to Dr. John Griffith, advisor of
Coal-Energy Club president Steve
Ihe Coal-Energy Club Each film will Pollack remarked about the project,
"These movies will provide an excellent
last approximately 20 minutes each

House
of
Styles

Phyllis Million
Owni.-r

Repelling, combat patrols, ambushes,
and maneuvers are just a few of Ihe
activities Eastern's Ranger Club lakes
part in.
"What we try to do." explained club
president Jackie Bryant, "is to make
hands on training as close as possible to
the U S Army Rangers organization "

$800 grant donated to
Coal Energy Club for
film-making project
By ROBIN PATER
Organizations Editor

By ROBIN PATER
Organliatlons Editor

Practical exercises in field training.
Iialriiling techniques, basic knot tying,
and examining weapons are taken part
in hy members of the club which now
boasts about :I7 members

chance to act to solidify our club Films
with an $800 budget is probably muchmore appealing to our members,"
asserted Pollack.
Eastern Kentucky I'niversity first
initiated its new major in coal mining1'
administration a year ago during this
month after the curriculum was passed
The program has gained recognition
from ihe coal industry itself with the
support expressed by the Island Creek
Coal Company who recently donated
$2,000 in funds to be used for tuition
scholarships and program expenses.
"Few icoal companies) have attempted to express any support for the
major, which I feel is unfortunate since
il has only good to offer them" believes
Pollack "Until more coal companies
break Ihe ice and try to approach us. we
will be wasting our fantastic potential."
he feels.

Hobbies i
in special interest
courses
«

Hubbies will be the subject of four
special interest courses, offered the
community by ihe University this
semester
These courses are part of some 60 noncredit classes given to help adults improve skills in their work and business,
athletics and recreation and personal
living

The hobby courses will be in basic
photography, beginning knitting, bird
identification and intermediate bridge
Sites, limes and beginning dales of the
courses follow

O/iticat, One.
205 Geri Lane

Ph. (606)623 4267

Receive 2.00 off

<i.

Basic Photography.
Room 342
Wallace Building. Thursdays fi - 8 p m .
beginning Feb 1
Beginning Knitting. Room 207
(ammack Building. Wednesdays 6:30 i; in i> in beginning Jan 31
Birds for Beginners. Room 232 Moore
Building Mondays 6 30 to 8:30 p.m .
beginning March 19
Intermediate Bridge. Room 201
Regie? Building. Thursdays 7 to 9 p m .
beginning Feb I
Information about these courses may
lie obtained from Ihe Division of Special
Programs 1606-622-1444.1

HOURS:

q

Call Now

9 5 Mon.-Fri.

Featuring Jhirmack Hair Care Products
Leighway Dr.
8-5 pmj
By-Pass
Evenings by Appt
College Park Centre
623-6191

*-

,>- Flowers & Candy
for
Valentine's Day

Richmond, Ky. 40475

On All Haircuts with ID
$

-

Village Florist

Diane Webb
Wilma Witt
Carolyn Hall

Requirement for membership in Ihe
Kanger Club is that the student must be
in an ROTC class or program Advisor
Andy Morris is an airborne ranger who
has "excellent qualifications for the
club." according to Bryant
Meetings for the club are held on
Wednesdays at 6 p m in Room 523 of Ihe
Begley Building This year, the club will
lake a skiing trip to Sugar Creek Skiing
Resort in Ohio. Feb 3
"We try once a semester to give Free
I'niversity lessons in repelling." Bryant
added about the Rangers
For further information about the
club or about joining, call Bryant at
1121

9-1 Saturday

623443$

WHERE STUDENTS

Downtown Second St. Richmond

fO

ARE APPRECIATED!

JIM'S ROLL-ARENA
LANCASTER RD. - BEHIND BRITTS

Penny Pincher Restuarant
There is no need to miss the Sunday family get togethers anymore. The
Penny Pincher Restaurant offers you chicken three different ways and
Mom never did that. So on Sundays you get together with our family and
feast on bar-fa-que. baked, and homestyte chicken.

— CLIP COUPON -

One Free Admission with the Purchase of One j
DEDICATE!

General Admission on Wed. & Sat. Nights
EKU STUDENTS ONLY

'I

"DEDICATED

ffl

ri

EXCELLENCE"

EXCELLENCE'

—GOOD THRU FEBRUARY —

REGULAR SCHEDULE

EACH SESSION $2.00
•

SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

6ti]0*5S6
'■

-

\\

.

•

Sunday
Wednesday
Friday

SPECIAL GROUP FUND RAISING RATE
Phone

2:00-4:00 pm
7:00-9:00 pmj
6:00-8:00 pm
2nd Session
9-00-11:00 pm

AN Three are served with rolljpyhipped potatoes,
and your choice of salad or salad bar.

««»„«...
AMILV REITADRANT

«i *« Cr- »»r ■ ,..«,«.«
$ •)

Of)

FAMILY RESTAIRANT

2.99

Sunday

624-1474

1-75 to Eastern By-Pass
■*

1
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Sports
Eastern's relentless press smothers
Urbana, Tech in scoring barrage
Bv
By KEN
KEN TINGI.EY
TINGI.KY
' „
.
...
SporU Kdttor
n

Irish Rollings. Eastern's Colonel
mascot stood behind the roller skating
(iolden Ragle mascot, taunting him and
making fun just before the TV cameras
began to roll It was probably the only
lime the Colonels were behind anyone
.ill week.
The Colonels went on a scoring
barrage which saw them twice go over
the century mark as they outscored
their opponents. Tennessee Tech and
I'rbana College. 222-145.
The Monday night fiasco was the most
an Eastern team had beaten a team
since a 91-29 victory over Berea in 1945.
This time I'rbana College was the
victim as they proved no match for the
slam-dunking Colonels.
The game was highlighted by two
reverse slam-dunks by Kenny Elliott,
that brought the estimated 4.800 Colonel
routers to their feet
James 'Turk' Tillman was once again
i he high man for Ed Byhre's Cagers as
he scored 24 points. Urbana was never
in the game as they failed to hit double
figures as a team until halfway through
the first half
The Colonels once again broke the
hack of the opposition early as their 2-2-1
press forced 34 I'rbana turnovers and it
was Bruce Jones and Elliott playing
outstanding defense in the relentless
press

begia to emphasize
something I can't begin
him. important
imiWirLllll the
till' crowd
ITIlWll is."
IS "
how
Tech grabbed a quick 2-0 lead to open
the game but it was the last deficit the
Colonels faced all week. The Golden
Eagles kept it close at 14-10 but once
again Eastern's precision press forced
Tech into costly turnovers and the
Colonels ran off 16 straight points for a
comfortable 30-10 lead from which Tech
could never quite recover.
The backcourt duo of Jones and Elliott
combined for 52 points as Elliott canned
27 Tillman also garnered 22 before
fouling out.
I think this was one of the best games
we have played this year." commented
high man Elliott. "It shows the type of
learn thai we are capable of being. The
crowd really helped us put things
together."
The victories seemed even more
impressive considering the lackluster
wins against Austin Peay and Murray
last week "I told my guys that they
weren't playing hard enough and with
enough intensity." emphasized Byhre.
•We worked on our intensity in practice
and I believe that our practices earlier
this week led to this win today."

"I really like playing with the full
ona*«-t nPOoflUM. " .-.,, J EMllntf ■ • I ',.„ ,,,..,«
court
pressure." said Elliott. "I've been
working quite a bit on my defense in
order to be a complete player."
Eastern featured six Colonels in
double figures. Vic Merchant followed
Tillman with 19 points while Dave
Tierney and Dave Bootcheck scored 16
and 15 points respectively. Jones and
Elliott rounded out the double figure
scoring with 14 and 11 points.
EASTERN KENTUCKY 1115)
Tillman 9 6-8 24. Merchant 8 3-4 19.
Dale Jenkins 1 3-3 5. Elliott 5 1-2 11.
Jones 7 0-0 14. Tierney 6 4-4 16. Williams
10-22. Bootcheck71-215. Blocker 1 1-2 3.
Dave Jenkins 2 0-14, Haney02-22.
URBANA COLLEGE <61>
Gustin 4 0-1 8. Roberts 00-0 0, Rengert
3 6-6 12. Flunoy 5 1-1 11, Anders 2 0-0 4.
Frantz 10-1 2. Falknor 30-06. Harrison 2
n-i 4. Little 1 (KI2. Huff 40-08
Halftime
Eastern 59. Urbana 26
Total fouls - Eastern 21. Urbana 24
Fouled out None
ATT 4800
, - ,
Saturday's televised Tech game
featured one of the biggest and loudest
Coliseum crowds in some time.
Coach Byhre commented on the
crowd. "When I first stepped out onto
I hat floor I Coliseum) seven years ago I
knew something was missing. I'm
happy for the players and the people
The students can now come out and
scream and shout and be a part of

COLONEL CORNER: The Urbana
win marked the first time ever that an
Kalern basketball team had scored 100
points two games in a row
The win against Urbana also raised
Ed Byhre's three year coaching record
at Eastern to 34-31.

are now 11-4 overall and
The Colonels arc
.1 Jl in
in conference
KnnlaratVO action.
I
4-0
Chris Williams, the senior out of
I'eoria. III., hauled down nine rebounds
to tie for he game high with Dale
Jenkins against Urbana. Dave Jenkins
also snared eight rebounds.
Danny Haney, sophomore from
l.«-xington. dished out six assists in the
Urbana game but Bruce Jones led the
learn with eight.
The Colonels also had two excellent
shooting nights as they shot over 50 per
cent in both of their wins.
Eastern now takes on two tough
conference foes. Morehead comes to the
coliseum Saturday before Eastern visits
Diddle Arena and Western Kentucky
Monday night.

EASTERN KENTUCKY (112)
Tillman II 0-0 22. Merchant 4 <H> 8,
Dale Jenkins 3 0-0 6. Elliott 11 5-6 27.
Jones 12 1 -2 25. Williams 4 0-0 8, Tierney
3 2-4 8. Bootcheck 2 0-0 4, Blocker 0 0-0 0.
Dave Jenkins2M4. Haney 004)0.

TENNESSEE TECH (84)
Troupe 6 6-9 18. Abuls 6 5-6 17, Hen
dricks 4 3-511. Howell 2 2-2 6, Chadwell 6
6-7 18. Kannapel 1 0-2 2. Roberts 0 1-2 1.
I-ilka 3 3-6 9. McNish 0 0-1 0. Johnson 1 0o 2. Patterson 0 0-0 0.
Halftime - Eastern 56. Tech 36. Total
fouls - Eastern 38. Tech 17. Fouled out Tillman. Dave Jenkins.

ATT MM

Colonels put winning
streak on line against Kentucky foes
B\ CHRIS KI.SBEHBV
Staff Writer
Hiding the crest of a five game winning streak, the Eastern Kentucky
basketball Colonels put their unblemished 4-0 OVC mark on the line this
weekend with a pair of tough conference
games. Saturday against Morehead and
Monday night against arch rival
Western Kentucky
Head Coach Wayne Martin's Eagles
invade Alumni Coliseum this Saturday
and are undoubtedly the surprise of the

league So far in the 78-79 cage season,
the Eagles have sported a 7-8 record An
improvement over their lowly 4-19
record of a year ago
The Eagles are currently 2-3 in the
OVC but they could easily be 5-0
Morehead has lost three heartbreakers.
a 99-97 double overtime loss to Middle
Tennessee, a 78-76 loss at the hands of
Western and a 77-76 nail biter to Tennessee Tech All three loses came on the
road
"We played real well in all of those
games." said Martin "It's really a

Intramural highlights
The intramural basketball season
opened this week but the department is
sponsoring other activities as well.
The weight-lifting deadline is Friday.
Jan 26 The tournament will be held in
I he Begley weight room on Thursday.
Feb I at 6 p m
The basketball free throw contest will
be held in the Weaver on Thursday. Jan
25 .ii

i 11 in

The faculty basketball deadline < 3 on
3) is Friday. Jan. 26.
There will be a fast-pitch softball club
meeting in Weaver 201 on Thursday.
Jan 25 al 5 p.m.
The soccer club will begin practice,
for both the men's and women's teams,
on Friday. Jan 26 from 8:30 to 10:30
p.m
in the Begley Gym
Sunday
practices will be held from 8:30 10 p.m

BETA

•Clip Coupon-

|

shame lo lose those games like the way
we have I hope our kids don't suffer a
letdown "
The Eagles are once again led by
uuard. Herbie Stamper, who is
averaging 19.1 points a game (3rd in the
OVC i and he is burning the nets at the
free throw line, hitting nearly 90 per
cent.
Freshman. Norris Beckly from
Shelby County (Kentucky State High
School Champions last year) has been
outstanding for Martin's squad.
Currently Beckly is the team's second
leading scorer tlf.S), rebounder (6.3)
and free throw shooter (.841).
Colonel boss. Ed Byhre had words of
praise for Martin and the job he's doing
■They've been playing real well." he
said "We will have lo work as hard or
harder lhan we did last week to prepare
for Morehead "
Monday night will find the Colonels in
Bowling Green. Kentucky facing off
against Ihe Hilltoppers of Western and
their first year coach Gene Keady.
The Toppers are 9-6 on the year but

are only 2-2 in the OVC Western has
been tough at home, posting a 7-2 mark
but they have had definite problems
away from Diddle Arena showing only a
2-4 mark
Forward Greg Jackson leads Western
with a 17.2 scoring average and is first
in the rebounding department, pulling
down 7.8 boards a game. Center. Rick
Wray (9.5); guard. Curtis Townsend
(7.5); guard.JYey Trumbo (9.4) and
forward? JaeWWasmtigton f8.8> round
out the rest of the Hi 11 topper starters.
Western and Morehead have already
met once, the Tops pulled out a 78-76
come from behind victory on a 20 foot
jumper by Mike Prince with only five
seconds left.
"The Morehead game was a big win
for us." said Keady. "But we still have a
lot of work to do and playing tough
teams like Eastern is definately learning the hard way."
Byhre is not looking past anyone other
than Morehead. "We are not going to
look by anybody. We know we have to
win every game if we want to win the
OVC." said Byhre.

James Tillman. among the top scorers in the nation, soars toward the basket
during the Colonels 112-84 victory over Tennessee Tech in the "OVC Game of
the Week." A banner in the upper left proclaims correctly that Big E is number
one ,ii least in the OVC as the Colonels sport a 4-0 OVC record and 11-4 overall

'Quote of the week"
i alwavs thought that I earned everything I got but now I have my doubts."
Bobbv Payne, a former captain and defensive tackle for Eastern s football
team commenting on his dismissal from school because of his academic
situation and if he thought he had ever been given any grades just so he could
play football

TAYLOR
&
SPORTING GOODS^
SALE -

Bobby Jack's Style Shop
1607 East Main

Try a cat that
will last & last!

^-

Rush Smokers
Thursday

Jan. 25

Housa

Friday

Jan. 26

Housa

Monday
Thursday

Jan. 29
Jan. 30

Todd
Keaoa

JOFF
On Any Purchase of $10
or more of Albums - 8 Tracks and Cassettes

Smokers Start at 7:30
^515 W. Main St.

623-9937^

Trophies

Shoes '11.95
Plat Free T-Shirt

Plaques
Engraving

Penn k Seamco Raqaetballs '2.30
per can
BY-PASS

(Sale Items Included)
Expires 1-31-79

Looks as good tomorrow
as it does today

Phone 623-9517

^

College Park Shop. Ctr

Bring This Ad With You
For a Free Shampoo

No Appointment
Necessary

HOURS: Tuas. - Fri.
10 am- 6 pm
Sat. 8 am 2 pin

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:

ear after year, semester after
semester, the CollegeMaster*
from Fidelity Union Life has been
the most accepted, most popular
plan on campuses all over America.
Find out why.Cali theFidelity
Union CollegeMaster* Field
Associate in your area:
... ■-

a

Bob Roberts
G«n«ral^aVit
RonOwera St»v« Dowti

'

6233499
Phil Perry
986-8369

i

623-7704

WEDNESDAY

ALL DAY
EVERY
WEDNESDAY

$179

1

528 Bib HILtS*^-.
iichmond, Ky. 40475
623-7884

REGULAR
S2.25
VALUE

U.S. 25 SOUTH
NEXT TO CLARK-M00RES SCHOOL
JVof good in combination with other
offers, Coapqns and discounts.
Copyright 1977

Famous Recipe Fried Chicken

NOW SERVING;

Ernie HOUM
Jim Not son
UtTXJJtohtrts
John FttkJ

3 pieces honey-dipped fried chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw
and 1 .hot butter-tastin biscuit.

Pure'n.cKory «i -En^JLtor-B-Q
AND .
Roastbeef & Ham Sandwiches
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Higgins' youthful
netters prepare for
season opener

Lady vpioneis
drop three straight to
tough Kentucky foes

HvCR Alt; COMBS
Staff Writer
Depending on several young players
to perform well. Tom Higgins' men's
tennis team opens its season Friday,
hasting East Tennessee
Losing the top two singles players
from last years 12-14 squad, Steve
Alger and Chris Herden. for reasons
other than graduation, has thrust
younger players to higher positions
"After challenge rounds." Higgins
says, "we have ended up with three
freshmen, one sophomore, and two
juniors in the top six singles positions "

Hv Will. IE SAWYERS
Staff Writer

Carroll was close behind with 13 points
Eastern led at the half 44-41, but
Tech's Ham Chambers and Barbara
Plagued by an inconsistent offense Dum combined for 3S points in the
and poor shooting. Eastern's Lady second half to pull out the victory, for
Colonels troubles continued to mount as Tech. "We almost won that game."
ihey lost three straight games this past commented Coach Duncan. "We had
week. Their record now stands at 3-io Ihem in the palms of our hands but we
overall and 1-5 in the OVC.
let them slip away. We matched up
the Lady Colonels were defeated by better against Tech than we did against
Louisville last Thursday 79-64. Ten- 1 jHiisville We saw some very promising
nessee Tech on Saturday 94-84. and were things against Tech.."
Mown out by the University of Kentucky
Coming off an upset victory over
76-54 on Monday.
fourth-ranked
Tennessee,
the
Against Louisville. Peggy Gay was University of Kentucky completely
the only Colonel to do any damage dominated the Lady Colonels by a score
scoring wise, as she led all scorers with of 76-54 last Tuesday night The Colonels
23 points. The closest Colonel to Gay was were out rebounded terribly by the more
Sue Carroll with nine points.
aggressive Kentucky team. Eastern
Eastern played a,pretty good game only scored 23 points m the. first half and
against the talented Louisville club. The were never really in the game.
final statistics show that the Colonels
•What can you say? They just beat us.
led m almost every category. But they They took us out of our offense and
could not find the range from the field, made us take shots we didn't want to
shooting a cold 34 percent.
take." That was evident due to final 34
Coach Shirley Duncan stated that she percent shooting average.
felt the cold shooting has been the
downfall for the Colonels in many of
Coach Duncan stated that there were
their losses. "Our outside shooting is many reasons for the Colonel's slow
lacking Our starting guard. Loretta start -this year. "We're " very InCoughlin. has been getting into foul consistent. We're not going ahead and
trouble the last few games and we rely taking the initiative to take the ball to
on Loretta for mnch of our scoring the basket. Our young people are just
punch." Coughlin fouled out against standing around watching, and were not
l.nuisville and Kentucky.
getting any help from our reserves "
The game against Tennessee Tech
One of the major reasons the Colonels
was really the only bright spot for the are losing could be the extremely tough
lady Colonels Even though they lost by schedule they play. The next two games
10 points, the Colonels managed to put are with KWIC co-leaders Northern
four players in double figures Gay Kentucky and Morehead State. Both
continued her point production with 23, learns have previous victories over the
Sandy Grieb had 16. Coughlin IS and Colonels

Despite the loss of his top-ranked
players. Higgins says he feels that.
"Our team is really better now than it
was at this stage last year." adding.
"We're really one hundred percent
improved."
In competition between the players
for positions, freshman Jeff Zinn from
Cincinnati emerged with the number
one singles slot.
In the number two position will be
sophomore Kurt
Heuerman of

Rochester. Mich., and experienced
juniors Rich Vandish of Lake Forest. III.
and Bibb Landrum from Harrodsburg
will play three and four for Eastern.
Rounding out the top six are freshmen
Mark Holstein. from Charleston. W
Va.. and John Rowlette from Richmond
Coach Higgins also mentions senior
Glen Raglin as experienced help to the
squad, stating. "Glen will get plenty of
playing lime, he's been there before."
Freshman. Jamie Harris and Butch
Young from Richmond round out this
year's squad
The spring schedule for the team is
heavy, and Higgins says it will continue
lhat .way. "We've almost done away
with fall matches because we start
indoors so early." he says, adding. "If
we didn't we would be playing almost all
year long "
Included on the schedule, which coach
Higgins says, "is as tough as it has ever
been." are strong regional foes Miami
i (V i. Cincinnati. Ohio State. Purdue and
Indiana Eastern will also face Kenlucky (in the Greg Adams Invitational i.
and Higgins own pick to win the OVC
this vear. Middle Tennessee

Gymnasts near record
in losing cause
Hv linn Dill I Ml
Staff Writer

The men's gymnastics team turned in
a stronit performance for the second
week in a row. coming within Iwotenths of a point of breaking its all-time
total score record of 180.65
The Colonels took on Northern
Michigan University and Southeast
Missouri in a three team meet, before a
near capacity crowd in the Weaver
Health Building Gymnasium. Friday
night

Eastern overruns UK but
Morehead outdistances
both; Ohio St. next

Eastern easily outdistanced Southeast
Missouri by a score of 178.5 to 144.5. but
Hv PRANK BUSH
American. Dennis Graham placed first
came up short against a strong NorStaff Writer
^ in (he shot put division. ,,
.
thern Michigan squad falling to the
Eugene Byrne placed first in the 600
visitors by a score of 190.95 to 180 45
Morehead hosted and won a vard run. while nine other team
Coach Jerry Calkin explained thai
triangular track, mc«a.,ribj*,!,»*st i a»^rnb«r»rp>ced j^lne* respective
Eastern "technically" fielded two
V
haiurdhy. with Eastern »>M*B« mood I events.
KMU"W the' meet'to chanenfee the
(PVotofcyStotT/MifcMS)
land UniverSlyo. Ken tucks placing last '
visitors, but in actuality both teams
According'
to
coach
Art
Harvey,
the
,
..Sandy
C.rietfTnrills
the
crowd
as
she
lays
one
in
against
the
Lady
Kats
at
MBrehead scored 56 points. Eastern S3
Were identical in personnel, with the
team
performed
well
considering
the
Kentucky The lady Colonels had a tough week which saw them lose all three of
points, and Kentucky 25. •
exception of a line-up change in the
Eastern's captain, Keith Burton, a handicaps that faced the team. "I was iheir games including a 78-54 trouncing by UK.
pommel horse event.
very
pleased
at
.
our
performance
senior from Louisville, placed first in
Calkin added that he was "very happy
the long jump and the 60 yard high Saturday. We did well in an indoor track
with the meet" because the top Colonel
hurdles. His jump was over 23 feet and facility." It was a close meet and we
:i. What former Eastern player led the learn score of 180.45 was an imwould have liked to have won, but there 1. Name the last time Eastern won a
the time on the run was 7.7 seconds.
Cleveland < avaleirs In assists from provement from the previous week and
iTitular season basketball title in the
Another first place finisher was Chris will be other days," said Harvey.
although it occurred in a losing effort, it
IS7S-7:t?
The track team's record now stands al OVC.
Goodwin, a junior from Washington,
came within a shadow of the school
DC. who won the triple jump with a 1-1. The thinctads travel to Ohio State 2. What Infamous Progress editors did
See next week's Prog for the
record.
for another triangular meet Jan. 27, not know who was playing In the IftTO
distance of over 48 feet.. ■ y
Calkin also staled that the biggest
answers.
World
Series?
which-will
begin
at
1:15
p.m.
Former two-time Junior .college All,

Sports Quiz

problem of the meet was I he fact that
senior Guy Watson wasn't feeling well
and thus was about five-lenths of a point
off of his average scores in his events
He added, though, lhat Watson's
performance was compensated for by a
fine effort by Dave Smith, who in
coming off of a bad meet, turned in an
all around score of 42 3.
Calkin commented lhat Smith was
determined lo have a good meet after
his poor showing the previous week and
succeeded in turning in what the coach
described as a "super meet "
Calkin also had praise for freshman.
Gibson Hocker for his fine performance
m the floor and vaulting exercises and
Noted that the team improved its per
formance in every event, except for the
rings. *
He fur'her commented that the
remainder of the Colonel schedule was
"very.lough" w\th every team having
scored al least len points higher than the
Eastern lop score this season
The Colonels resume action on
■Saturday when hey travel to Muncie.
Indiana. to take on Ball Slate University
and Indiana University, teams that
have turned in scores this year of 200
and 190. respectively.
Calkin also mentioned lhat for the
first time ever, both the men's and
women's gymnastics teams would hold
a meet together, when both face Indiana
I'niversitv at home on Feb. 3.

PREPARE FOR:

NIC AT • DAT • LSAT • GMAT
GRE • OCAT • VAT • SAT
NMBI.II.Ill ECFMG-FLEX VQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flcubl* Progr.mi a HO«rt

There IS a difference!!!

■
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Academics:
Payne case raises serious questions
Somewhere in
the
city
of
Cincinnati this post Sunday, Bobby
Payne was watching the Super
Bowl but he probably wasn't
cheering. For Bobby Payne it hurt,
just to watch.
Bobby Payne is a dedicated
football player who finished his
playing career at Eastern this past
fall. He was a defensive tackle who
always gave 100 percent whenever
he was on the football Held.
However, the classroom was
always a different story. Payne
struggled all through his collegiate
career just so that he could stay
eligible to play football. In light of
certain discoveries in the past week
it is amazing that he was allowed to
stay in the University as long as he
did.
Payne was removed from the
University at the beginning of this
semester because of his low grades.
Payne was shocked at the fact that
he did not earn- a credit last
semester. "I came back to school
and (hey wouldn't let me register
because of my grades." said Payne,
"I just want to know what is going
on."
Payne is a confused young man
(Photo by STEVE BROWN)
who has had his problems in the
The intramural basketball season Rot underway Tuesday night with action on
past. Right now though he feels
all the auxiliary sun courts and Beg ley as well. Many of the teams will be in
used. The coincidences are there.
action again tonight and there will also be a basketball free-throw contest in the
Payne played football for three
Weaver (iym at fi p m tonight.
years at Eastern and in his junior
year made second team AII-OVC at
defensive tackle.
After his third year he was
removed from school for personal
problems and certain violations of
than winning." she added
Hv MONK A KKIKKH
Cheryl Behne finished best for the dormitory regulations. He was
Staff Writer
women gymnasts with a third place divorced from his wife and finally
linish in the all-around competition,
Kaslern's women gymnasts slumped
, to a close third in a four way meet in having 32.05 points
The floor exercises were the best
| Columbus. Ohio this past weekend
event for the Eastern women as they
Ohio State I'niversi'y won the team
UPCOMING EVENTS
won il with .13.45 points.
■title with 130.3 points Bowling Green
Basketball IMen'sl
The
beam,
which
is
usually
the
Jan. 27 - Morehead Stata
Alumni
■State was second with 127 35 points,
■followed closely by Eastern'' having Colonels strongest event, was low Colmum - 7:30 p.m.
Jan.
29
Waatam
Kentucky
Away
- 830
1125 7ft points and West Virginia with scoring on Saturday
"The beam was shaky." explained pjn. 122 15 points
I Worn an'a,
•Ohio Slate was the best team there Chrietzberg. "The women weren't vejry
Jan 3T
Morenaad Stata
Alumni
hul the next three were very close- confident and they can do much better." Coliseum - 8:16 p.m.
Jan 29 -Waatam Kaojucky , Away
The team's next meet
is with
anyone could have finished second."
Gymnaatica IWoman al
commented Head Coach Agnes Western Kentucky in Weaver gym at
Jan. 27 - Waatam Kantucky • Weaver Bldg
II-no am on Saturday.
Chrietzberg
O am
"This is our first home meet and
According to Chrietzberg her gym
Gymnaatict IMan'al
we're really looking forward to being at
nasts "powered down" this meet.
Jan. 27 - Ball St.. Waatam Michigan "This meet was good for experience." home and having people come watch Away
Indoor Track IMan'al
she explained. "Our strategy is when us." Chrietzberg commented.
Jan. 27. Ohio St.. VTrajfja -Away
The following weekend there is a
stress starts to occur the women rest for
Indoor Tennbj (Man at
a couple of weeks so they can perform combined men's and women's meet at
Tomorrow - Eaat Tannaaaaa - Grag Adama
Weaver which should prove to be ex- Bldg. 7 p.m
well at the end. when it counts "
citing
according
to
Chrietzberg
Jan. 28 - Southam lainola Carbondala "Right now. rest is more important

Women 'power down' after
early upsets

fc-und a job at the Bob Hope House
in Cincinnati.
Last year Coach Roy Kidd asked
Payne to return to the team. Payne
did and began his attempt to become eligible to play football under
the second chance program.
It was the second time that Payne
had been admitted to the second
chance program. Typically, students
are only given the one chance.

coach. The question that is most
bothering is why would Payne now
be disputing his failing grades.
Unless he had done about the same
amount of studying and attending
of classes that he had done in the
past. But this time he flunked, and
this he couldn't understand.
True this is conjecture but
Payne's CPA was no where near a
graduating level but no one ever

Coach Kidd commented, "Bobby'
always gave us everything he had on
the football Held and I tried
everything to make him a better
student. It's a shame anytime jk
student leaves school without jl
degree."
-,'
Bobby Payne returned to Cincinnati last week and once again will try' 1
to pick up the pieces. "It't back
home now," said Payne. "Back to „
work but it won't hurt me I've done
it before."
I think it will hurt. Bobby Payrte
will always be wary now but maybe,
that wil| work out better for hiilv"".•

Payne was working toward an
associate's degree. When he left
Eastern he had a grade point
average of 1.2 but he was under the
illusion that he would soon be able
to graduate. Where he got these
ideas is unknown.
The fact is that Bobby Payne was
a poor student. He was a football
fanatic that would probably do
anything to play football. This past
fall he played his last season and
then was removed from school this
January for failing grades. A
coincidence?
Coach Kidd claims to have done
all thai is possible to keep Payne in
Nchool and Payne doesn't seem to
have any animosity toward his

bothered to tell him that. Also no
one in the academic community is
willing to discuss the Payne case or
especially how he remained eligible
through four years.
When Payne was asked if he
thought that he was ever given a
grade just so that he could pass and
play football he replied, "I always
thought that I earned every grade
that I got but now I have my
doubts."
For Bobby Payne to tell about
this was very hard. It shows a
maturity and guts that are not seen
in very many people. "I just want
the public to know what is going on.
Maybe my telling this will help some
other football players to get their

pug Adama Bldo. - 9 a.m.
EKU Caraar Scoring Records
Pta.
Vra. Playad
1.S82
1. Caff Brown
1972-78
1.687
2. Eddie Bodkin
1963-86
3 Charles Mitchell
1970-73
4. Jack Adama
. IMtVM
If
1.346
5 Gaorga Bryant
1989-72
6 Bobby Waih.ngion
1986-89
1.221
7 KENNY ELLIOTT
1975-78
1.1641.137
8. Jim Baachtold
1948-62
1.134
9. Carl Cola
1968-61
1.066
NCAA Rlviaion I ScorlngTaadara
1. Larry Bird. Indiana St.. 436 pta.. 31.1
avg.;
2. Lawranca Butlar. Idaho St.. 392 pta.
28.0 avg.;
3. Paul Dawklnt. Northern III.. 382 pta..
27.8 avg.,
4. Ernie Hill. Oklahoma City. 431 pta. .26.9
•vp..:

5. VTnnla Johnaon. Baylor. 291 pta.. 26JS
avg.;
6. John Gerdy. Davrdaon, 383 pta.. 28.2
avg.;
7. Tony Murphy. Southam U.. 393 pta..
26.1 avg.;
6. JAMES TILLMAN. EASTERN KY.. 3S7
pta.. 25.9 avg-.
9. Bill Cartwright. S.F.. 410 pta.. 26.6 avg.;
10. Srv WaHama. R.I.. 368 pta- 26.6 avg.
OVC STANDINGS
Ovarai Confaranca
WL
WL
114
EASTERN KY.
40
111
Middle Tann.
32
79
Tannaaaaa Tech
32
Waatam Ky.
78
Morohaad St.
»14
Murray St.
IS
.14
811
Auatin Paay

Dl A MO NO DUST: After Eastern's
two 100 point games this past week,
the Colonels set some highs for the
year.
Against Tech, Eastern had more
Held goals (52) than in any other
game this year.
The Urbana game saw Eastern set
four season highs: most rebounds
(62), most points (IIS), least
amount of field goals allowed (26)
and least amount of points (61).
After a fantastic start, upsetting
some national
powers.
Agnes
Chriczburg's gymnasts have suffered some stress injuries. But they
will open their home season this
weekend with an II a.m. meet
against Western Kentucky.
Eastern's tennis team will open its
indoor season this weekend against
East Tennessee on Saturday and.
Southern Illinois on Sunday.

X

TV & Radio
Repair

Appliances &
Plumbing Shop

112 E. MAIN
DOWNTOWN

Breakfast Anytime
mixed Omelet
Homemade Biscuits and
Gravy
.99
or Al You Can Eat

1.50

SUBS

BO
71

82
46
24
18
28
28

4.' Tf>

•

2
0

218 South Porter Dr.

Shoppers Vitage

SUB CENTER

624-2485

,

REGULAR
SANDWICHES

La,

I./D

Z./D

tM
L50
1-75

2J5
2JS
2.75

PON'S SPECIAL
Don's Lg. Mixed
Katie's Sm. Mixed

2.65
1.50

Students Welcome Aft^r
.Downtown Closes
■

EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

W. THIRD
AND
MAIN ST.

-.*•■

SIR.

NEXTT0 GATEWAY

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435

HOT OR COLD

Roast Beef
Corned Beef
Salami
Ham

Plenty of
Parking

I

623-3651

Dependable Auto Supply

OPEN 24 HOURS
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS

75
35 .45
35 .50
30.40.50
JO .40
35

I Country

Call For Appointment

Fast easy way to a
clean carburetor,
inside and out

1417 W. Main St.

Steak, Oysters
Fish, Shrimp.
Chicken

t'

Salon & Skin Care Center

DONS RESTAURANT

Shakes
Soft Drinks
Mi*
Coffee
Tear.
Hot Chocolate

Al-Sporf*

Champlonahip Trophy Raea

Novelties
House wares

■

I
vs.

COLONEL !
'0
166

James TUtman
Bruce Jones
Kenny Eaiott
Vic Merchant
Dale Jenkins
Dave Bootcheck
Donnie Moore
Chris WWiems
Dave Tierney
Dave Jenkins
Carver Mocker
Deney Haney

••

w

Dissolves grease and
oil fast. Spray on,
flush off.

Sorority Mascots,
Giftware

SHORT ORDERS

FootbaaC
Western Kentucky 24
Eattarn Kantucky 21
Tannaaaaa Tech
18
Auatin Paay
IB
Murray State
9
Middle Tannaaaaa
•
WeeiaHead 8ta*»
9

*

Underhood
Specials

YOUR
ONE-STOP
SHOP!

PHONE
623-2390

i

degrees. I know now that I've talked
about this that it will hurt my
chances of ever playing football
again."

Scoreboard

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

-*\.

».

JK.

Served on White. Rye
or Whole Wheat Bread.
Lettuce, Tomato, Mayo.
Muetard or Onion on
Request. 10c extra

ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
HAM
HAM & CHEESE
SALAMI (Genoa)..
SALAMI»& CHEESE
LIVERWORST.
TUNA SALAD......

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
Include* Lettuce. Tomato. Onion, en
Seasoning and our own Top Secret Oreaalna.

MIXED

.1.24
.1.24
124
.1.34
.1.24
134
U+
1-24

SALAMI(Genoa)
ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
LIVERWORST.
TUNA
CHEESE

^IDE ORDERS
COKE. V«ITE, TAB
J5
LEMONADE OR ICE TEA
, JS
COFFEE. ......■..«•«»....•.. ■•• -23
ASSORT r" /-HIP*. „.»,„,,
.M
MOT PCp»>f*RS.«................. .°*

-

KOSHEL PICKLE SLICE....
CHILI..
—

"We Try To Please <You'
■

il" ■■■ ■

..IS

•<••>«•
TOltBPSALAfl............«-.«.. •**

1.45...
2.10
,.• 1 45.••••••• »•••••••••••«2 10 ' 'I
1.45....
2.10
1.45
2.10 M
1 45
2.10 -[
1.45.
2.10 .1.45
2.10
1.45.....
*>
2.10

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S

CHEESE ...........•".eeee 1.14

■

*

HAM,,,I..,I.

'

Portions of Roast Bas*. Mam.
Turkey. Salami and Swiss CMMM
on a bad ot Lettuce and Tomato
sike. and yaw choice ot,
•
Dreeslne*. .......... **••

HOURS

.jMON-THUR:.
FRI-SAT
SUNDAY
r
,e>

*'

^

10am io 12 prfi,
10am to 2pmW
4pm to 12pm
». .

DELIVER*
MINIMUM

$1.75

»
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Obsession with sex
affects all 'artistic' endeavors
with sex and homosexuality.

Set.
On the movie screen a young,
beautiful couple engage in hoi,
lorrid sex with a frenzy uncommon
10 most conservative couples. In
thai Unto paperback book labeled
•'For Adults Only." two women
and two men cavort about on the
floor in a puddle of disco oil,
creating just about every position
possible.
Sex.
,
On television, three luscious girls
bounce about looking sexy in
clinging, wet T-shins. A huge oil
painting graphically depicts a nude
couple experiencing multiple orgasmic sensations.
When any of these scenes are
presented to an American, more
than likely he'll watch or buy. Give
people sex in any shape or form and
it's a show stopper every time.
And many times (and maybe
too many times) it seems that art or
artistic events are only accepted by
the public when it delves into sex.
I or example, a si/cable portion of
books sold in the U. S. deal with
that old familiar topic of sex. That
could include all the hardcore porn
books and those "romance adventure" books that women are so fond
or.
It's small wonder that Harold
Kobbins and Rosemary Rogers are
two of the bestselling authors in
America today while authors like
John (.newer sometimes struggle to
sell books.
One must also look al x-rated
movies and their wide appeal to
Americans today. People will stand
in line for 30 minutes or more to sec
a hardcore porn movie, while next
door a cultural movie with Sir
Laurence Olivier has only three
professors scattered in the theater.
The top-rated television series for
this year is "Three's Company," a
sitcom dealing with two girls and a
man rooming together. The show is
crammed with one-liners dealing

Suzanne Somers is a busty blonde
girl who somehow manages to
parade around the apartment with
only a towel draped around her
body. The entire program is devoted
to sex; one lop executive bluntly

lei I hem become the nude man the
two women were working on in the
movie.
As the guys sat there with intent
faces staring at the screen, I couldn't
help but wonder how many would
crowd into the room to watch a

American society is so puritanical
and pure that we have grown up
believing thai sex is dirty and
something thai should not be talked
about. We must sneak and hide to
enjoy the pleasures of sex because of
our stifled society. That explains
why so many people slink into those
infamous little bookstores and peep
shows to receive a sexual thrill.
But the main point is thai sex is
not something that should be dirty
and viewed only at an x-raied movie
and peep shows. And as long as our
socreiy continues to believe that sex
is dirty and disgusting, then porn
movies and adult books will flourish
with abundance.

From last week
admitted thai the show was intended
to be as sexy as possible.
It's evident that Americans are
extremely fond of sex, judging from
the millions of dollars and hours we
spend each year buying and
watching images of sex.
Lei's be honest with each other.
No matter how cultural and highly
artistic we may think ourselves to
be, when we come down to it, we'd
rather sec and receive sex than
almost anything else.
Just the mere mention of that
three-lettered word "sex" is enough
to excite most people into an
aroused state. One minute we may
complain about the abundance of
sex in our society and the next
minute we'll be watching "Charlie's
Angels" and getting all hot and
bothered.
Monday night I was invited down
to two friends' room to watch some
very explicit porno flicks. Bciore
the movies were over, there were
about 15 guys sitting in the room
watching the raw and abandoned
sex depicted in the movie. For a few
breathless minutes, the guys in the
room had allowed their fantasies to

major movie production
of
Shakespeare's "Hamlet."
Americans definitely seem 10 have
an obsession with sex, but the most
important question seems to be
"Why and is ii so bad?"

See 'Silent Movie*
this week in
in Buchanan Theatre

Hogan's
Heroes

Quiz
Answers:
I. Richard Dawson
2 Robert Clary
:t Bob ("rane
4. John Banner
.">. None
6 On "Hngan's Heroes'" it never ended

Music announces
upcoming concerts
The University department of
Music has announced a variety of
recitals and concerts lor the rest of
January and for February.
These include a recital of horn
and piano literature by graduate
•tucJcnr Robert Boclk Jan. 28 at 3
p.m. in ihe Clifford Theatre and a
faculty trombone recital by Joe
Hambrick Jan. 31 at 8:30 p.m. in
fliram Brock Auditorium.

I he February recitals, all starting
at 8:30 p.m., will be a guest piano
tccital bv Karl Payne, Feb. I in the
Clifford Theatre; a faculty voice
iccital, Feb. 15 in Brock Auditorium; a faculty trumpet recital bv
Richard lllnian, I eh. 2-2 in Brock.
Concerts will be performed by the
Symphonic Band I eb. 26 and the
I'rccussion Luscmblc Feb. 28, both
in Brack Auditorium at 8:30 p m.

'Dog and Butterfly' album is all Heart
B> IH» MCNAY
Staff Writer
Alter lighting various legal battles
and changing record companies.
Heart has settled down to produce
what could be their finest overall
album. Don and Butterfly contains
the most coherent arrangement of
songs that Head has ever put
together.
The album is split up into two
diHerein concepts. The dog side of
the album is all hard rock, while the
buticrlly side has a much softer
touch. This works much better than
the hodge-podge type of arrangement that the group had on earlier

albums, where they would go from a
hard rock song to a soft one without
any sense of cohesivencss.
The dog side is by far the best side
of the album. It starts out with a live
version of "Cook w ith Fire," a song
that has definite hit potential. It
then swings into "High Time,"
another excellent last-moving song.
"Hijinx" drags a bit loo much to be
effective, but it is still not a bad
song. "Straight On" has been a hit
single for quite some time, and is
one of the better songs on the
album.
The butterfly side of the album
also contains some fine songs, but it
is not quite as good as the dog side.

The title song is the best of the
butterfly tunes, and it could possibly
have some success as a single.
Annie and Nancy Wilson have
greatly improved the writing on this
album by adding Susan Ennis to
their songwriting team. The lyrics to
1>«»K and Butterfly far surpasses any
previous Heart album.
Heart
is
unique
from
the
standpoint that they can be equally
successful with hard or soft rock.
Heart has had most of their success
with hard rock songs like "Magic
Man,"
"Crazy on You," and
"Barracuda," although some of
their softer songs have sold well like
"Dreamboat Annie" and "Love

Exchange
Classified Ads

Alive."
Hard rock gives us the opportunity to hear Ann Wilson al her
best, when she cuts loose with her
tremendous vocal range.
Dog and Butterfly is Heart's
fourth album. Except for Magazine,
which was anal tempi bv Mushroom
Records to rip-off the public by
mixing some receni Heart songs
with some inferior old recordings,
all of Heart's albums have been big
sellers. Heart
has
established
themselves as the premier femaledominated rock group, and should
remain in lhat position for some
time lo come.

Fare drama
Hugh Metzler as Buddy Baker' and Constance Blair as 'Peggy' do a scene from
Neil Simon's comedy Come Blow Your Horn' now playing at the Oner's Playhouse
in Lexington

DiMaggioand Payne
featured
in the arts

The work of Joe DiMaggio will be
featured in the Giles Gallery of the
Campbell Building each day from
7:30 to 9:00 p.m. each night.
DiMaggio's work consists of
photographic an. He has had photo
essays appearing in Playboy, Sports
I Must rated and Sport.
DiMaggio first became interested
in photography when he was
nine-years-old and has been involved with photography ever since.
He is considered one of the finest
photographers in America today.

The exhibit is free

Karl Payne, head ol the keyboard
department al
Motclicad Slate
University, will present a free piano
recital al the University I eb. I.
Payne, who performs with the
Moiehcad Irio. will begin his
performance in ihcGil'ford Theatre
at 8:30 p.m.
I he Department ol Music invites
tin- public IO attend this free
program.

should ride new wave
B> MIKE IMTCHKN
staff Writer
If disco "sticks for.kir." punk is
dead, folk lias'^onr electric and
good rock can'i be found. Why
doesn't musk tollow the tide and go
new wave?
New wave is an outgrowth of
punk which keeps punk's bile, but is
musically more interesting, The new
wave movement is headed by groups
like IK'vo. the Moiors, and the
Talking Heads. The music of these
groups is the message of the back
streets of large cities demanding the
chance lo succeed and not be eaten
by the industrial society in which the
musician's have grown up in.
lor new wavers ihcir music is a
way lo show the world they don'i
like the way the world is being run.
Because of these demands for
change the only way lhat new wave
music can commercially succeed is
by giving up their radical demands
the music's life blood.
As with the Beatles. Bob Dylan

and the Stones, the new wave cry is,
"Hie music has to change." Many
ol these criers have left the cry
behind as ihev
have become
successful.
So tar. few new wavers have been
commercially successful bin the new
wave point ol letting the music serve
a purpose has. as ii did in the sixties,
sin laced with
ihe music for
LINK LL program.
In the sixties and in the new wave
movement the message is in the
music. In the music for UNICEF
program, ihc money behind I he
records arc put IO a use oilier than
.filling up an at list's bank account.
New wave has succeeded to some
CMcnl in the resurfacing of music
being put to some use other than
entertainment. Now thai new wave
has helped turn ihc tide, will its
main advocates go with the tide and
lei new wave die?
Ihc music industry has forgotten
its social responsibility before. That
is exactly why new wave should
continue.

SERVICE DIRECTORY
Cabin Gun Shop
Loufe D. Reeves dstpsavs
one of hi* many hand gum
"We aeU all major brands of
rifles, shot guns, and phrtoto."
Hunting (ire arms and
ammunition are available.
See our complete one of
Browning Danwesaon and
Golden Eagle, Chariea Dally
Smith * Western

IT'S EASY. FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:
1. Bring Ad To Progress Office

3. Take Form To Bursar's Window

2. Assessment Will Be Made

4. Return Form To. Progress Office

// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students
/

Exchange

HELP WANTED - Man' Women! Jobs Cruise Ships * Freighters No experience.
High payl Saa Europa. Hawaii, Australia.
So. America. Winter. Summer' Send
•386 lor Info rr*"SEAWORL0 EO. Box
61036. Sacto.. Ce. 96660.
MUSICI MUSICI The Bookstore now has
music folios, guitar strings. eM' musk
sccessories. harmonicas, recorders and
a lot moral For your^musrc needs, aaa ua
at tha Bookstore.

•w

——

GUN SERVICE
SERVIU

Join tha Gr»$j Roots Hevoiutioni Nation
Saving lima is Here. Membership Faa »10
CHRISTIAN BULL MOOSE FLYING TIGER PARTY .- P.O. Box 1084. Mania.
Philippines Fifty par cant commiaaion
paid to recruiters of naw members.

m

TV SFRVICE

.

n~-j^t'. :C.LCGE

CAMPUS DEALER
So* Brand Name Stereo Components
at loweel prices
High prottta; NO
INVESTMENT REQUIRED. For details.
contact: FAD Components. Inc.. 66
Paaaasc Ave.; P.O. Box fW.'F.irfield-. New
Jersey
07006.
liana"* Orlowaky.
201 227-6600. .-

•60.000 IN FOUR WEEKS - GUARANTEED - Absolutsly legal and foolproof.
Send self-addressed stamped-envelope to
Jim Page. Boa 634. Martinvile, NJ
06636.

Landsdown Club wW be avsilsble for
private party rental. For more information
cal 606 277 3606 Monday - Friday 10.00
4:00 Lexington. Ky.

FLORIDA hotel group needs campus rape
to handle spring break tripe to Deytona.
Earn free trip and commissions. Send
resume to Tarry Abdo, 129 Saa We Circle.
S. Deytona, Florida 32019. a

Archie's 263 E. Main St. 624-2424 la
looking for competent persons with auto
for pixie delivery. Apply in person Friday
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

ProlessionsI resume serv.es: We prepare
resumes that unlock doors of opportunity.
For price Nat write Profeeelonal Resume
Service, 140 Surburben Court. Lexington,
Ky, 40603.
..

I w* decorate cakes for any occasion
Cal 966-1846.
-

B B J Quick Print "A wii in the printing
Ml" 211 Geri Lens. Richmond. Ky. 40476
10 to 10,000 copies vrmss you well
print**.
;
■

«,WANTED'Studagt to sea specialty and
- fund reiemg items to al groups Good
commleetonsl Writs W.H. Specialty Co..
236 Latfoon Drive. Frankfort. Kentucky
40601 or call 1602) 986 1465

WANTED
Roommate
to
shsre
lurnishsd apartment Ml Odessa C 42 Cal
623-9519 after 6:00.

'-lAIION

CABIN GUN SHOP

WATSON'S TV SERVICE

24 Hr. Wrecker Service
Student Checks
Eastern By-Pass
Richmond. Ky.

FIOWER SERVICE
MADISON FLOWER SHOP

'

University Plaza
Phone 623-0604

BARGERS EXXON
QUICK SERVICE TIRE SALES
Dependable Towing Service
"We'll come out and start your car"

Present This Ad For > •
25c Off On Next Local
Purchase
Phone_6^j 1601

303Geri Lane '
Eastern By-Peas
Richmond. Ky

HAMM'S QULF

Service On Most Makes
And Models
312 IRVINE STREET
PH 623-3272

400 E. Main

EKU By-Reef"
Richmong. Ky.

Phone
623^6711

Louie D. Reeves Office 623 9280
FPL61-113B7 Home 623-1677

PRINTING b OFFICE SERVICES
Kentucky Printing Company
QUICK COPY

- THESIS - BOOKLETS
RESUMES

Richmond Complete Print Shop
College Psrk

Ph. 623 062V*

NEEDED Electric typewriter, pica or
executive type only, Cal Chip 623-6634.
FOR SALE - SAN8UI G-9000 Receiver.
1600 watte per channel 0 2% Distortion
Only 6 months old. Retails for 61060. aala
firm •500.00. Excellent sound. Sea at
Southern Dollar Warehouea. U.S. 26
South. See R.N. Roien, phone 625-6772

BILL, RICE INSURANCE AGENCY
"Your Student Hearth Aaency "
Office
62X6611

112 Big Hill Ave. '
Richmond, Ky. 40475

i

:

4—

RAY BROOKS STANDARD
Front End Alignment
Brake Work •
Tune-Uu
•>
E. Main > -• r r .'Phone .
iehmond. Ky- ■ - •
623-4094

BX/WWE'S

OFFICE SUPPLY

0t*gdj And School Supply
Phone
6234366

212 Weter Street
Richmond. Ky. .

?
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THE FAMILY DOG

The Staff Of The Family Dog
Invites You Down To

Serving
HOT SANDWICHES
SOUPS &
SALAD BAR
YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGES
Soon To Come
Plate Lunches
11 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Open
Monday
- Saturday

Located
Below
PAnlil-Y

■ws,

>

. Ham -lam
*,

*>

First & Water St

%AV ^-" ---
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Mixed reviews

SB

Teacher evaluation forms
i
inii-il from |i.u;r l>
evaluation, the difference shows up on
some of the other evaluations. For
example, the history department's form
has 22 questions and has a written
response for the students to comment
on.
Allied Health and Nursing's form has
XI questions plus an area for a written
response "We all agreed on evaluations
hut couldn't agree on a single type of
evaluation." said Cooper "So each
department devised their own."

some of the teachers are taking it as a
threat to the way they teach."
Kraas also expressed some concern.
We HIS teacherst don't know how they
are going to be used Good? Bad"" For
Tenure" We just don't know "
Student reaction to the evaluations
will he the subject of the most scrunity
by faculty members and department
heads alike "So far there's been a very
positive reaction to the passing of the
evaluations by the students," said
Cooper

According to Cooper, there has been
some mixed reaction among the faculty
members over the beginning of these
mandatory evaluations.
"Some teachers like them with some
conditions on them, others don't like
them at all." said Cooper "I think the
teachers have a basic fear of these
evaluations. It's something new and

"Our biggest concern is that the
students won't take them seriously."
said Cooper "If they use them wisely.
I hey can benefit the entire university, if
not. they won't help at all."
However, student reaction to the
making of the teacher evaluations
mandatory, has been mixed to say the
least

Jim .larman. a junior geology major
from Versailles said. "1 feel they should
be mandatory. Students have a right to
express their
opinions about their
teachers This is just one way they can
do it."

-m

■

•

Dave Thurman. an environmental
resources major from l-awrenceburg
said. "I don't think they are going to be
very good because the students won't
give unbias views of their teacher. If
they don't like him. it's a way to strike
hack at him "

ilW

Men's Interdorm presiden;. Greg
Kyan. shares Thurman's feelings. "If
the students take them objectively, they
could be a valuable tool in helping the
instructor to see how he is relating to his
students. If they are not taken seriously,
the teacher is probably going to suffer
the consequences."

•sws*

Burton pleads guilty
Bv SAll Ml WARREN
News Editor
Derrick M
Burton, arrested and
charged last March in connection with
the assault and robbery of three
University women, pleaded guilty in
Madison County Circuit Court Monday,
Jan 22 to one count of first degree rape
and one count of first degree robbery.
The 20-year-old Washington DC.
native waivered his right to a jury trial
by entering the guilty plea to the two
counts Two other charges of assault
and robbery were consequently dropped.
Burton confessed to the rape of a
University graduate student March 1
and to the robbery of Sharon Reed, also
a student here, on March 7.
Prosecuting attorney Ben Walker
recommended sentences of 15 years and
to years respectively for the two counts.
Formal sentencing was set for Thursdav. Feb. I.

After entering the plea. Burton told
Judge James S. Chenault he had been
sick with a case of "bad nerves" since
his arrest.
Burton also told the judge he had not
received any psychiatric counseling
prior to his arrest.
He had last attended school in 1974 in
Washington, he said, where he lived
with his, grandmother.

Burton was visiting friends in Rich-

mond when the three assaults occurred
on campus last spring. He was arrested
March t7 by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation in Washington where he
was facing a robbery charge and
charges for interstate flight to avoid
prosecution
The University sought and gained
Burton's extradition soon after his
arrest He had been lodged in the
Madison County Jail awaiting trial

Excellent teacher nominations
University students will cast ballots to
nominate candidates for the Fourth
Annual Excellence in Teaching Awards
on Tuesday and Wednesday. Jan 30-31
Polling places in Campbell. Combs.
Powell. Stratum and Wallace buildings
will be open from 7:45 a.m. to 4:45 p.m
each day.
Criteria for selection include: vitally
concerned with teaching, concerned

with students, recognized as competent,
scholarly and knowledgeable, skilled at
exposition, demonstration and answereing student questions, sets high
standards for students, flexible and
creative in classroom activities, makes
contacts between his subject and the
lives and interests of the students, and
stimulates independent work by
students

Save 30%
China
Crystal
Jewelry

Joe orendor. University cheerleader, aided by a megaphone
leads the crowd in another cheer as the team drives the ball
home for another basket

Gov. Carroll on campus today
Governor Julian Carroll will give the
main address and receive "recognition
lor his efforts in support of education"
at the University's Progress and Appreciation Day Thursday 'Jan. 25>.
University president Dr. J.C. Powell
invited Carroll and about 600 state and
local government, civic and business
leaders to attend a noon luncheon on the
special day

I'owrtl said the day was set aside "to
express to the citizenry of Richmond.
Madison County and the Commonwealth
our deep appreciation for your continuing support and to reflect on the
accomplishments which have been
made at Eastern "
The program will also include special
music by the University Chamber
Singers, directed by Dr David Wehr.

in concert

tealuring soprano .loan-Lorna
nemann and accompanied by
Spong

ctotMnf 4

Bridal Registry

en V#t
V#ar ***
■Von

Engraving Done In Store
One Day Service

DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
720 East Main

623-9676

j0hn Priiie

Save
30%

UNIVERSITY
FILM SERIES
THE UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES MOVIES ARE PRESENTED IN
IREARL BUCHANAN THEATRE, KEEN JOHNSON BUILDING, SEVEN
NIGHTS PER WEEK AT THE LISTED TIME. PLEASE WATCH SCHEDULE
FOR STARTING TIME. ADMISSION IS $1.00 AND UMITED TO EKU
COMMUNITY. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL STUDENT
ACTIVITIES - 622 3855.

M£t»U»ti»n»t!M£t»UM£l».tl*&
MOVIES AT MIDNIGHT

£

.Urn. 2*
. JH. »7

2"

Tfc» 7% SalatiM
Th. <>"»«

<mtmtt**&*R«mttx*n*n *

THE FUNNIEST
COMEDY IN 50 YEARS."
vERNONSCorr

UPI

mm

Jan 28. 29
7 A 9 P.M.

The SevenPer-Cent
Solution
RAtfC-' PG
CAST Nicot Williamson Robert
Duvah Alan A/km Vanessa Red
grave Laurence Oliver Joei Grey.
Samanl*a Eggar. Chartes Gray
Georgia Brown Je'emy Kemp
Regine

JM. 2*. 27
8*1* P.M.

Tickets go On Sale Tomorrow
Friday, Jan. 26 At These Locations
Powell Information Desk, Bursars Window
Coates Administration Building,
Curriers Music World
4 Students $500 In Advance
All Others At ThP door tS00
V *

I

.

t

j.

~j+-

A University Center Board
Presentation *

* WJDfYlWMUHIMEhM/BE&T PICTURE
•

•^
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BonJohn

Luncheon music will be provided by
the University Piano Trio, with Lyle
Wnlfrom on ihe 'cello. Alan Staples,
violin, and Roe VanBoskirk. piano
Invocation will be by Dr (Jeorge Nordgulen. university chaplain

Feb. 12,7:30
Brock Auditorium

Silver
Pewter
Misc. Gifts

142 N. 2nd

(Pnoto by SCOTT «OAM«

Man on the phone

-*•-*»
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>>algirls will be held in Room 106 of
Alumni Coliseum

RvNANCY SPENCER
Staff Writer
This coming week offers plenty of
divines for students on campus
Today is the last day of the mem
•ship drive being held by the Young
mocrals Students interested in
ing should drop by their station
time from II am to4p m in front
the Powell Grill
Tonight

at

7 30 p m

oday

tryouts

for

Jan. 25

i :i« p.m. ALE meeting. Kennamer
oom. Powell Building
5 p.m. Softball Club meeting. Weaver.

oom 201
k:W p.m. Core meeting at Catholic
prwman Center "Calholic Belief and
radices session
s p.m. Intramural basketball free-throw
onlest. Weaver Gym
K p.m. EKl' Dance Theater auditions.
leaver Dance Studio
■ :ui p.m. Pep Rally for Eastern vs.
lorehead game. Alumni Coliseum
5 ton p.m. EKU Fencing Club practice.
Graver Fencing Room
p.m. Movie
Busier and Bilhe."
tartin Hall lobby
p.m.
Inter-Varsily
Christian
>llpwship meeting. Wallace. Room :H6
f p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema
■ p.m. Movie "Two-Minute Warning.
arl Buchanan Theater
.':»li p.m. Movie "California Suite."
ampus Cinemas
::tn p.m. Batgirl tryouts. Room 108.

In mm Coliseum
7:45 p.m. Movie Every Which Way But
«nose." Campus Cinemas
9 p.m. Movie "Two-Minute Warning."
rarl Buchanan Theater
• p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema
• :45 p.m. Movie "California Suite."
ampus Cinemas
•:M p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
'ampus Cinemas
p.m. Movie "Buster and Billie."
>upree Hall

Friday

Jan. 26

7 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema
f:9W p.m. Movie "California Suite."
.ampus Cinemas
7-.4S p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
Campus Cinemas.
p.m. Movie "Silent Movie." Pearl
(Buchanan Theater.
H p.m. UK Opera "Bartered Bride."
exington Opera House.
t p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema
»:45 p.m. Movie "California Suite."
"ampus Cinemas
»:S« p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
Campus Cinemas
It p.m. Movie "Silent Movie." Pearl
Buchanan Theater
12 Midnight Movie "7 Percent Solution."
Pearl Buchanan Theater.

Those students interested in being
involved with religious organizations,
should rail the Calholic Newman Center
who will sponsor a reatreat on Jan 27
Also, ihe Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship meets on Thursday nights at
7 p m in Wallace. 346.
The Colonels play Morehead Jan. 27 al
7 :I0 p.m in Alumni Coliseum, and the
l.ady Colonels will also play Morehead's

Saturday

women's team that day at 5:15 p.m
For movie-goers. "Silent Movie" will
be shown in the University film series at
Pearl Buchanan Theater on Jan 26 and
27. "The Omen" will also be presented
Jan. 30 and 31.
For TV addicts. "Hello, Larry"
starring McLean Stevenson will
premiere Friday at 9:30 p.m. on
Channel 18 "Fighting Mad" with Peter
Fonda will be shown Jan 27 at 9 p.m. on
Channel 27
All signs are pointing to an enjoyable
week.

11 a.m. EKU Women's gymnastics team
vs Western Kentucky and Western
Carolina. Weaver Gym.
1:11 p.m. EKU Women's basketball vs
Morehead State. Alumni Coliseum.
7 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
1:3* p.m. U.K. Basketball vs. Florida.
Rupp Arena.
;:lu p.m. t- K i Men's basketball vs
Morehead Slate. Alumni Coliseum
I:M p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas
I:4J p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
i ampus Cinemas
x p.m. I K Opera "Bartered Bride."
Lexington Opera House
N p.m. Movie "Silent Movie." Pearl
Buchanan Theater
9 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
!t:»i p.m. Movie "California Suite."
'ampus Cinemas
»:.Vi p.m. Movie "Every Which Way.'
Campus Cinemas.
in p.m. Movie "Silent Movie." Pearl
Buchanan Theater
\1 midnight Movie "The Omen." Pearl
Buchanan Theater

Sunday

Tuesday

Jan. 29

7 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema
7 p.m. Movie "7 Percent Solution."
Pearl Buchanan Theater.
7::MI p.m. UK Basketball vs. Auburn.
ftupp Arena.

Jan. 30

« p.m. Student Senate meeting. Kennamer Unom. Powell Building.
6:341 p.m. Core Meeting at Catholic
Newman Center
7 p.m. Movie "The Omen." Pearl
Buchanan Theater
: p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
7:S» p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas.
7:45 p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
Campus Cinemas
x p.m. Lambda Sigma Freshman Mixer.
A-K.
» p.m. Movie "The Omen." Pearl
Buchanan Theater
9 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
9:45 p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas
9:50 p.m. Movie "Every Which Way,"
Campus Cinemas.

Jan. 28

:l p.m. Robert Boelk. Graduate Horn
Recital. Gifford Theater.
:i p.m. U.K. Opera "The Bartered
Bride." I .exington Opera House
K'::MI p.m. Newman Club Spaghetti
Dinner. Catholic Newman Center
7 p.m. Movie "7 Percent Solution."
Pearl Buchanan Theater
7-11 p.m. Disco Dance. Martin Hall
Lobby.
7 p.m. Movie-California Suite." Campus
Cinemas.
7:45 p.m. Movie "Every Which'Way."
Campus Cinemas.
9 p.m. Movie "7 Percent Solution."
Pearl Buchanan Theater.
»:4S p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas.
'i MI p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
Campus Cinemas.
HI p.m. House Council Meeting, Palmer
Hall.

Monday

7:34) p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas
7:45 p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
Campus Cinemas.
A p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
9 p.m. Movie "7 Percent Solution."
Pearl Buchanan Theater.
9:45 p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas
■:M p.m. Movie "Every Which Way,"
Campus Cinemas

Jan. n

SUNDAY

■» —

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T..
P.S.T. - 8:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"Taxi Driver" 1979 Robert DeNiro Cybilf Shepherd
An angry and tormented young man hating everyone
but a pure and beautiful woman who fears nim and
j teenage street hustler who is too cynical to trust
him. explodes into a savage frenzy
(CBS) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T.,
P.S.T. - 8:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"And Your Name It Jonah" 1979 Sally Struthers
James Woods A poignant drama about a New York
couple whose 7-year-old son is discovered to be
profoundly deaf after having been incorrectly
diagnosed as mentally retarded
MONDAY
(NBC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 8:00
PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. - 7:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
•Backstairs at the White House" 1979 Olivia Cole
Leslie Uggams Book One of the nine-hour fact-based
rrmiseries about the experiences of Maggie Rogers
and her daughter Lillian Rogers Parks Maggie
Rogers becomes a maid at the White House and is
quickly consumed by the demands of the First
I jmilies: Mrs William Howard Tail .s felled by a
stroke. President Wilson grieves for his first wife and
struggles to hold the office after a stroke and Mrs
Harding is shattered Dy gossip about her husband s
mtidelity
(CBS) MOVIE SPECIAL: 9:00 PM E.S.T., P.S.T
- 8:00 PM C.S.T.. P.S.T.
"The Corn li Green" 1979 Katharine Hepburn BiM
F'.isc Set m v...les at the turn of the century me
drama chronicles an Englishwoman s gallant struggle
<- educate youtntui Welsh coal miners Upon the
imval of Miss Motfat to an impoverished mining
visage she is met with wariness by the illiterate
;e»vrisDeopie ■- well is r>y 'hose who have had the
benefit of education
TUESDAY
(CBS) TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIES: 8:00 PM
E.S.T.. P.S.T. - 700 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"Big Jake" 1971 John Wayne Richard Boone A
• owboy teams up with his sons to-track down the
gang that has kidnapped his grandson if,
(NBC) BIG EVENT: 9:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. - 8:00
PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.
"The Triangle Factory Fire Scandal" 1979 Tom
Bosley. Tovah Feldshuh A gripping drama about the
cause and aftermath of Ihe catastrophic 1911
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory tire, an actual historical
event that is believed to be one of the worst
conflagrations ol its kind m history
WEDNESDAY

Wednesday Jan. 31
,

11:111 p.m. Pre-vet Club meeting. Carter
Building
7 p.m. Movie "The Omen." Pearl
Buchanan Theater.
7 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
7:3« p.m. Movie "California Suite,"
Campus Cinemas.
7:45 p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
Campus Cinemas.
* p.m. Lambda Sigma Freshman Mixer.
K-Z.
*::in p.m. Joe Hambrick Faculty
Trombone Recital. Brock Auditorium.
» p.m. Movie "The Omen." Pearl
Buchanan Thhealer.
9 p.m. Movie "Magic." Towne Cinema.
9:45 p.m. Movie "California Suite."
Campus Cinemas.
t:54) p.m. Movie "Every Which Way."
Campus Cinemas

'•

(NBC) WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES:
8:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. • 7:00 PM C.S.T..
M.S.T.
"Viva Knlevel" 1978 Evei Kn.evel. Gene Kelly
Smugglers plan to sabotage Evel Knievel's motorcycle
lump m Mexico m order to smuggle cocaine into the
United States by stashing it in the daredevil s coffin
(Rl
THURSDAY
(CBS) THURSDAY NIGHT MOVIES: 8:00 PM
E.S.T.. P.S.T. - 7:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.
"Mr. Horn" 1979 David Carradme Richard Widmark
Part I The drama tells the fascinating story of the
enigmatic Ironber figure Tom Horn, whose colorful
Wild-West career encompassed the capture of the
legendary Apache warrior Geronimo in the 1880 s
and a rough-and-ready, turn-ot-the-cenfury life as a
Wyoming bounty hunter
FRIDAY

-4m

(ABC) FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T..
P.S.T. • 8:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S.T.

Public Radio 88.9
I-2S-79

Today

Jan. 25

Friday

100 AM - JOU1NAL
See Monday 600 AM tor complete
program description
I 00 AM - OPTIONS IN EDUCATION
This award-winning program from
National Public Radio is a fast-paced
report on numerous aspects of educational practices, innovations and
issues
Ml AM — FOUNDATION Of
AMERICAN NATIONALISM (New Program)
Eminent historian Henry Steete Commager examines the period between
1760 and 1810 when the institutional
groundwork of Amencan nationalism
was being laid With lively discussions.
Commager and guests present insights and observations about the
founding of American democracy

SOS AM - JOURNAL
Sev Mono*. 6 00 AM '■" comok'tt
3*ogra'n jescMptoii

S 30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Tim* presents
the entire soundtract or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights

900 AM - OPTIONS

9:30 PM — BARRY CRAIG.
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR
One of the forerunners of Marry-O
Rockford and all the other television
private eyes." this series from radio's
Golden Age presents the many adventures Of Barry C'SKJ

1240 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 noon tor complete
program description
IMS PM - THE MIDDAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 fS PM for complete
.program description

— BRITTEN BiHy BudO with Peter
Giossop Peter Pears and John ShirktyOuirfc with Befamin Britten conducting
the London Symphony Orchestra and
Chorus

M0 AM - OPTIONS
See Monday 900 AM lor complete
program description This it not a
repeat of earlier programs
10:00 AM — CHICAGO SYMPHONY
Live-on-tape recordings of the renowned Chicago Symphony Orchestral 1978-79 season

4:00 PMTME ROAR Of THE GREASEPAINT
A varied selection of everyone's favorite
music from stage and silver screen
7:30 PM — EARPIAV Tl (Return)
An all-new season of contemporary
radio drama produced eapecialry for
public radio Highlights
— Sfevte by Hugh Whiksrnore

Sunday

OTLIQHt
0 PM- SOUL SPOT
A funky mixture of disco. RAB, and \*zz
music from me latest hrt singles and

Jan. 28

• 00 AM — PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation of light >az2,
news, weather and special features
•■00 AM -OPTIONS
See Monday. 900 AM for complete
program description This ■• not a
repeat of earliar programs

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
Another rousing season of New York
Phiitvormonic performances, recorded
live-on-tape during the 1978-79 season

12:00 PM - JAZZ ALIVE!
This excellent series from National
Public
Radio
offers
recorded-live
i*zt performances from all over the
country
1 JO PM - JAZZ FIRSTS
Loy Lee presents and comments on
selections from new jazz recordings
which are hot off the presses

300 PM — JAZZ IT UP:
A weekly presentation of bag bands
swing music, along with Dixieland
and contemporary btg bands
t:30 PM - MUSIC Of THE
BLACK CHURCH (New Program)
This new series from NPR highlights
the rich heritage of music m traditional
Dlack church experience, emphasizing
the elements of origin, history, style,
personalities and
critical
analysts
7:30 PM — SATUROAY S CHILD
(New Program) In the days before
radio and television brought instant
entertainment into the home, people
amused themselves by listening lo
and telling stories These tales, some
new by popular authors, some so
ancient that their origins t>*v* been
forgotten — traveled across countries.
■ 30 PM - FOLK FESTIVAL. USA
National Public Radio s nighly acclaimed weekly series "of Live on Tap*
folk,
blues and biuegrass festival
performances from virtually all of the
50 states

2:30 PM - JAZZ REVISITED
This National Public Radio series
hosted by Ha-ren Shoemacher. pre- '0 30 PM - WOMtNSOUNDS
sents and evaluates the early years of
(New Program) What is women's
recorded MB, from 191M947
music-1 The bottom line of course is
that it is music performed by women

iL

5 15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday s 15 PM "or i jmpivte
program descnp'-un

• J0PM -THE BEST OF
OLO-TIME RADIO
* OftSsMMrOn Crf j-i
•« jkj "ir-iv -ad*o i

,

"-»•£.
j'<« r** -Jm

]

TMJR9J -.LUM N ABNER
MT '.fn-v'j,
K» PS/ • ,,
:i »griTi oasc'ipt on

mt_,

' II PM _ CONVERSATIONS
-» 'e-^.-at of •• ■'. a't.«fH,(1i> st..
>e*' y.jMj.i.
/ j(. io.»
i >q«a'" *•
rspti n

.-

7 30 PM - NSC UNIVERSITY THtATER
k*f* P' >*r j-» A vm i.,. [ i
w
( n|
* •.oniempcaiy Erstrash a-ii a '«rtran

hciion

• 30 PM - JAZZ UNL IMITLD
See M TII»
3J0 PM ti
prog*-*''- SWS4 I I •

. i . iev

Jan. 29

S.00 AM — JOURNAL
Bringing People the news requires
more than a five-minute newscast et
the top of the hour
It requires a
thorough examination of international
national, regional and local events
weather and sports
• ■00 AM - OPTIONS
This series from National Public Radio
presents a variety of different top*cs
in a variety of different ways
10*0 AMINTERNATIONAL CONCERT HALL
This series from National Public Rad<u
presents recorded-live concerts from all
over the word
12*0 PM - CONVERSATIONS
There is an endless variety of interesting
people m and around the Central
Kentucky area Conve/safions brings
these people to you with informal discussions with and about those people
and what they am doing
11:11 PM - THE MID-DA Y REPORT
A 1S-Minute summary of international.
national,
and
regional/local news

weather and sports gathered by the
staff of United Press international
National Public Radio and WEKU-FM s
own news and public affairs team
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM s Loy Lee hosts this daily
Concert which .n< luoss historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
3:39 PM - JUST JAZZ
Basie Benson Byrd Ellington Mann
Brubeck Montgomery Tuider W«es
burg
ihe list goes on and on — and
so does tne ,an on tnis daily tail program hosted by Loy Lee
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
A 1 S-mmute summary of the day s international national and regional/local
news, gathered by National Public
Radio. United Press international and
the WEKU-FM news and public affairs
5.30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Tima p-cv-n*

the entire soundtrack or origins cast
recording of a motion picture 0' cage
musical

130 PM - NBC UNIVERSITY THEATER
INaw Program) A series of productions
of contemporary English and American
fiction
7:09 PM - LUM N ABNER
Recordings of one of Ihe most '#Tvsmbwredofall Old Time radio comedies,
starring Chet Lauck as Lum ana Norns
Goff as Abner
7:18 PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoons prjgram
Saw Monday. 12 00 noon lor complete
program description
9:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
Three and a halt hours ot tne *er, t>esl in
l«aU
traditional,
contemporary.
progressive and avant garde s'yiss.
plus frequent profiles of now ana outstanding albums and musicians

Jan. 30

tO0 AM —JOURNAL
See Monday. 6 00 AM for complete
program description
1MB AM - NATIONAL PRESS
CLUB) LUNCHEONS
The National Press Club m washing
ton is noted for its interesting and
entertaining luncheon speak an

1*0» Ml - THE OMAT OMWAS
Loy Lea hosts HUa prettntaboo of one
of the world s great opera*, including background on the storyline and
production of the work

3 30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday 3 30 PM ftp* -:«)mpiet*
program oescnpton

5 39 PM - CURTAIN TIMC
Eac*i wer-h^itjnt Cwtsti " -*>e fesents
•he ent.re soundtrack rv >r.g<na* cast
•eco'dmg ji a niotion pe?l a* M stags
•nus-cat

P'jqiarr Jistnpt'O"

Tuesday

13-30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
YvEKL-fMs loy Lee - s»« *w» oa<iv
ronce-M which rtf ,.oe- * *•<•. • a< .no
9 JQrBpr,1) •*■
r ■.«.-!■ •
:
.t ,„»
-■..«•• and compose"* ****.; "i«j w i*
m»s "e»w M-tvm i...v ■n*-te» .•.•«■'•.
MsssftOand request the i n. memjn'
AHtMtO AfKKM Eastern Kem<ic««
jniwe«Sir* R-chnond i,.",.n», *u4"'.

,~piei-

Monday

Jan. 27

1:00 AM - MOJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with ul and our weekend
morning presentation of light |U2.
newt, weather and special features

12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
^•M> Mo«-Ji. :? 00 no m • ..
cogram lescript-o-.

7:15 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoons program
See Monday. 12 00 noon tor complete
program description

• 30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday 8 30 PM for complete
program description

3 30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30 PM for complete
program description

10 00 AM - BOSTON SYMPHONY
The wo'id *enow'»ed 8-">si,'
*y*i
Oiwiv 'Otns WEKIJFM* hna-is
accompi.srred svmpr o«y *>'cne*'i.v>
presenting
ive-or !*.>*- concerts >}f
'he '97ft-79 season

IMS PM - THE MID-DAV REPORT

8 00 PM - INQUIRY
The modern world is a complex place
morally and ethically The EKU Campus
Ministers Association takes a look at
current world and local issues trom a
moral pomt of view

- RAVEL Alborada Dei G'aaoso
TCHAIKOVSKY Swan Lake Ballet
Suite. Opus 20
BEETHOVEN The Creatures of
Prometheus
STRAVINSKY L Histoire Ou Soldat

>«• Monday 9uu AM •• r comx-fi**
program KscnptiC" i fit* .*. no« repeat oi earner programs .

7 00 PM — LUM N ABNER
Sec Monday 7 00 PM for complete
program description

7 30 PM - A LOOK AT. ..
This weekly topical interview program
hosted by Ron Smith does exactly what
its name says It takes A Look Ar any
number of newsworthy topics, current
events and interesting people

12:3© PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM s Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highlights

Saturday

SIS PM — AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday 5 IS PM for complete
program description

- Pamf Your Wagon Original cast

1000 AM - MORNING CONCERT
A well-balanced selection of serious
musical works, taken from the Romantic Baroque Classical and other
periods

JBR.*M

10*0 AM — TOSCANSNI

THE MAN BEHSNO THE LEGEHO
11.SS AM - MUSIC OP THE
ITALIAN MASTERS (New Program)
Produced by NPR Member Station
KOED-f M m San F ranosco. this series
presents a BMMBsMa of delightful
music and informative commentary
focusing on the greatest of the Italian
com posers
1MB PM -CONVERSATIONS
Sao Monday. 12.00 noon for complete
program description

Wednesday
• SO AM - JOURNAL
See Monday 6 00 AM tor complete
program description
9:00 AM - OPTIONS IN EDUCATION
This award-*>nmng program liom
National Public Radio at a fast-paced
■epon on numerous aspects of edu
cahonai practices eno -nnovatio^s
••30 AM - FOUNDATION OF
AMERICAN NATIONALISM iNew Program
Eminent mstonan Henry Slecie Corr
mager examines *•*) re-nod oetwe^r
1760 and 'ci'j wner ->.v institutional
groundwork of *"*' car nationalist
was being iaid
10:00 AM - GRANO PIANO Net--A new seasQ" of pt-*q'a"is 'font
presenting a -th atvrTpusr-eo
promising pia'>sts
.mtert
competition

NP&

itvj
irui

12 15 - THE M4D-OAY REPORT
Sea Monday. 12 IS PM for complete
program description
12-30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
•WEKU-FM s Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biograph.eN background about the
music and composers
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30 PM for complete
program description
S:1| PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday S tS PM for complete
program description
• M PM - CURTAJN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Tim* presents
the enhre soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion piclm, or stage
musical

• 30 PM - YOU BET YOUR LIFE
The most irreverent of the zany Mara
Brothers. Groucho. greets and beck**
contestants on this hilarious quiz
show trom feJevrs<or> s goideh sge

7:19 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeat of this afternoon s program
Sew Monday 12 00 noon for complete
program description

7:30 PM — VOICES IN THE WIND
Wniers painters, actors, poeia.
musfcans. sculptor* - artists ol an
k.nds are interviewed on this weekly
arts magazine from National Public
Radio, hosted by Oscar Brand
9se1 PM - JAZZ UNLfMITEO
Saw Monday. 3 30 PM lor complete
program description

Jan. 31
1249 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday, 1? 00 Noon
11:19 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday 12 15 PM
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FMs Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30 PM for complete
program description
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
Sea Monday 5 15 PM lor complete
program description
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weekmght Curtain Tim* presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical

9:39 PM - SHORT STORY
A series ol halt-hour dramatical-rms
based on short stones by such sat' ors
as Faulkner. Hugo. Thurber
Pew
740 PM - LUM N ABNER
Saw Monday. 7 00 PM for complete
program description
7:15 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeal ol this afternoons prog'i'n
See Monday 12 00 noon for complete
program description
7:30 PM — EVENING JOURNAL
This spm-otf of our weekday mo'n,n0
program Journal, presents a coiiect'un
ol Behmd-the-News features interviews, news and analysis
9.30 - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday 8 30 PM for
(.rogram description

0" i| eM

ffSfftjJsJ

I -25-79

110

«Z CHALLENGE OF THE SUPER
FRIENDS
11:27 ® METRIC MARVELS
10:10 A DAFFY DUCK
O TARZAN AND THE SUPER
WEN
I*i7 OB METRIC MARVELS
YOGI'S SPACE RACE
FANGFACE
11:10 <9 NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
PINK PANTHER SHOW
I2:M

IMt
14*

111

Ml
KM

AFTERNOON
WRESTLING
SPACE ACADEMY
OF EARTH AND MAN
ABC WEEKEND SPECIAL
FAT ALBERT
AMERICAN BANDSTAND
CENTER CIRCLE
FESTIVAL OF LIVELY ARTS FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE
.«• G.E.D.
Hi COLLEGE BASKETBALL '71
•Z' AGRICULTURE-FOOD FOR
THOUGHT
© KIDSWORLD
**. GUTEN TAG IN DEUTSCHLAND
*Z FAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOLS
9t TOBACCO TALK
(4f> APPROACHES TO HIGH SCHOOL
LEARNING DISCIPLINE
K MOVIE ^ADVENTURE) — "Tarxaa'i New Yart Advestures" 1142
F.B.I.
DESIGNING HOME INTERIORS
COLLEGE BASKETBALL "It
ANDY WILLIAMS SAN DIEGO
OPEN
WRITING FOR A REASON
BILL DANCE OUTDOORS
SPORTS SPECTACULAR
ALL-STAR SOCCER
WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

REVIVAL TABERNACLE
REVIVAL HOUR
1100 St> IT IS WRITTEN
REBOP
ONE WAY
ll:M (Jj) LEISURE
FACE THE NATION
STUDIO SEE

I Mi
l:M

1:1*
1:45
24*
MO
3:30
4:ii

SH
5 30

(H

(:M
7:00

«:M
0:1*
Jpnny Corelli. played by Sally Strut hers. struggles to communicate with her deaf son Jonah.
portrayed by Jeffrey Bravin. in "And Your Name is Jonah," to be broadcast as a special movie
presentation Sunday. Jan. 28 on CBS-TV

Today
(M
*:11

7:M

7:M

IM

I:M

10:10
11:00
11:11

Jan. 25

EVENING
NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
CJU>.
CANDID CAMERA
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEtL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
NASHVILLE ON THE ROAD
FAMILY FEUD
DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWBDGAME
LEGENDS
OF
THE
TEE WALTONS
NOVA
MORK AND MINDY
WHAT'S HAPPENING"
OUINCY
HAWAII FIVE-41
PALESTINE
BARNEY MILLER
THE ROCK FORD FILES
EARN ABY JONES
FAMILY
KENTUCKY ON STAGE
OS S NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
STARSKV AND
rCH-MANNIX
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

Friday

Jan. 2

EVENING
Mi <Jf NEWS
m STUDIO SEE
O ABC NEWS
C:II 'Hi NBC NEWS
■ CBS NEWS
m Gl'TEN
TAG
EN
DEUTSCHLAND
B GONG SHOW
7:»i <& FAMILY AFFAIR
■IT MY THREE SONS
Ag MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
*Z JOKER'S WILD

7:10

IM

111

Mi

If1 DONNA FARGO SHOW
IN SEARCH OF
COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
NEWLYWEDGAME
<9 DtFTRENT STROKES
THE NEW ADVENTURES OF
WONDER WOMAN
•44J WASHINGTON
WEEK IN
REVIEW
ALL-STAR FAMILY FEUD
» BROTHERS AND SISTERS
WALL STREET WEEK
TURNABOUT
THE DUKES OF HAZZARl)
FARM DIGEST
FRIDAY NKRT MOVIE The Pink
Panther Strike* Again 1976 Stars Peter
Sellers. Lesley Anoe Down Inspector
Oouseau finds himself pitted against his
former supervisor, now a madman intent
01 conquering the world with a diminution ray. (I hrs.)
HELLO. LARRY
MBDIK
SWEEPSTAKES
DALLAS
THEPALUSERS
St a NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
MOVIE -(COMEDY) •
"Move"
UTt
BARETTA
JUKEBOX
THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
MOVIE -(COMEDY) •••
"Plaia
SaKe" 1171
W TAKE FIVE

7:0*

7:M
BOO

111
1:M

Jan. 27

MORNwIO
AGRICULTURE USA
FARM REPORT
MOVIE -(WESTERN) •• "Bella «4
, IMI
HOT FUDGE
DUSTY-S TREEHOUSE
ARCHIES
GALAXY GOOF-UPS
POPEYEHOUR
SCOOBVS ALL-STARS
FANTASTIC FOUR
GODZILLA SUPER 90
BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD

RUNNER

8:0i

8:31
94*

li:M
114*
11:15
11:11

12*

EVENING
FOCI'S ON MINORITIES
WILD KINGDOM
4* CROCKETT'S
VICTORY
GARDEN
02 TELFTHON CONTINUES
'» NBC NEWS
B JOE HALL SHOW
«ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF
DISNEY
St M MINUTES
& THE PALLISERS
m THE BIG EVENT
St ALL IN THE FAMILY
® NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
B TELETHON CONTINUES
SB ALICE
St) SPECIAL MOVIE PRESENTATION
And Your Name Is Jonah' 1979 Stars
Sally Stnitners. James Woods.
MASTERPIECE THEATRE
BOB BOPE SPECIAL
THE ENERGY WAR
TELETHON CONTINUES
St NEWS
CBS NEWS
NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE Hunters
Of The Reef 1971 Stars Michael Parks.
Mary Louise Wdler
S CBS LATE MOVIE
TELETHON CONTINUES

Monday

St M NEWS
MONTY

PYTHON'S

FLYING

ABC NEWS
SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
T.FJ CLUB
MOVIE-(ADVENTURE) •••'■• "The
GOBS «f Navarawe" IMI
'MB STAR TREK

1:14

7Si

7:M

Sunday

Jan. 28
14*

*:*•

«:3i
74*
7-li

Saturday

EVENING
If PUBLIC AFFAIRS
«T NEWS
m NOVA
(jl! NBC NEWS
St CBS NEWS
@ THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
(If LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
® HEE HAW
m NORTHERN
KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY JAZZ ENSEMBLE
O UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES
COUSTEAU
m CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK
(jj) CHIPS
THE WHITE SHADOW
FIRING LINE
DELTA BOUSE
SB WELCOME BACK. KOTTER
(9)
SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES The Sentinel 1977 Stars Chris
Sarandon. Cristina Raines
SB
SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIE
Fighting Mad' 1971 Stars Peter Fonda
Lynn Lowry
BEETHOVEN FESTIVAL
THE LOVE BOAT
PRISONER
FANTASY ISLAND

AFTERNOON
I YOUR GOVERNMENT
DIRECTIONS
ZOOM
7M CLUB TELETHON
Ijf MEET THE PRESS
NEWSMAKER
9t COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
'm THE OLYMPIC SPECIAL
ra CHALLENGE OF THE SEXES
W APPROACHES TO HIGH SCHOOL
LEARNING-DISCIPLINE
3$ DESIGNING HOME INTERIORS
St NBA BASKETBALL
3$ COLLEGE BASKETBALL '7»
& TELETHON CONTINUES
m OF EARTH AND MAN
4* KENTUCKY ONSTAGE
» SPORTSWORLD
St ANDY WILLIAMS SAN DIEGO
OPEN
44) PRISONER
ti TELETHON CONTINUES
m FOOTSTEPS
4«
EXPLORING THE RESTLESS
SEA

8:0i

l:M

Mi

I ill

NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
CATHOLIC MASS
OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR
TOBACCO TALK
LONE RANGER
REV GENTRY FARMER
VOICE OF THE MOUNTAINS
REXHUMBARD
SESAME STREET
(
JIMMY SWAGGART
THE STORY
SHOW MY PEOPLE
GOSPEL SINGING JUBILEE'..
WHAT'S NEW MISTER MAGOO?
COME WALK THE WORLD
WORLD TOMORROW
CLUE CLUB
ANIMALS. ANIMALS, ANIMALS
NEW SHAPES IN EDUCATION
27 DAY OF DISCOVERY
REVIVAL IN AMERICA
IMMANUAL BAPTIST CHURCH
SERVICE

1

'
•:M
Mi
,

III 111

IIM
113"
1:00
2:00

Jan. 29

EVENING
NEWS
STUDIO SEE
ABC NEWS
m NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
WRITING FOR A REASON
CANDID CAMERA
V YOUNG PEOPLE'S SPECIAL
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
!W HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
POP GOES THE COUNTRY
MCK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
If MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
Backstairs At The White House 1*7*
Stars: Olivia Cole, Leslie Uggams.
Robert Vaughn Maggie Rogers becomes
a maid at the White House, and is quickly
consumed by the demands of the First
Families. (Pi I of a three-part scries; 1
hrs.)
St MASH
m SOLTT CONDUCTS BERLIOZ
B SALVAGE-l
© WERP IN CINCINNATI
D MONDAY NIGHT MOVIE The Corn
Ii Green' 1979 Stars Katharine Hepburn.

Bill Fajtt^

A) THE ENERGY WAR
X S.E.C. BASKETBALL
i FOOTSTEPS
I |® 8 NEWS
1 1 THE TONIGHT SHOW
f) COLLEGE BASKETBALL
■I IRONSIDE
1 TOMORROW
1 TAKE FIVE

1

Placement
=

Rpeli55
PLACEMENT
INTERVIEW
PROCEDURES
1. All interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Building.
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division Office. 319 Jones Bldg. MondayFriday from 8 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
3. Interview sign-up starts after
organizations are announced in the FYI or
the PLACEMENT PIPELINE.
4. The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the completion
and filing of a data sheet which is available
in Ihe Division office. 319 Jones Bldg.

Interviews
Tues
Thurs. Jan 30-Feb 1 US.
MARINE CORPS
Positions: Officer appointments are
available as Pilots. Infantry, Artillery.
Military Police, Corrections, Intelligence.
Supply. Finance & Judge Advocate.
Qualifications: All majors interested in
career opportunities.
NOTE: Special Marine Officer Training
Program for Underclass Students Platoon
leader Class <PLC)
-Sign up for personal interviews. 319
Jones Bldg. General Information booth
available Tues. - Wed
Jan
30-31
AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY outside
Grill area - Powell Bldg.
CANCELLED AND RESCHEDULED
TO FEB 13 & 14, 1979 Jan. 30-Feb 1. 1979
Thurs. Feb. 1 BOB EVANS FARM
FOODS. INC.
Positions: Retail Food Management

1-25-79

Trainees Qualifications: All Majors &
Degrees interested in Food Service
Careers
Tues.
I-«W. XEROX CORPORATION
Positions:
Sales
Trainees
Qualifications: All Majors & Degrees
interested in Sales - Marketing Career
Tues Feb 6 NATIONAL LIFE & AC
CIDENT INSURANCE CO
Positions- Marketing Management
Trainee Program Qualifications: All
Degrees with Major or Minor in Bus. Adm
nr Some background in Business courses
Tues & Wed. Feb. 6 & 7 U.S AIR FORCE
Positions:
Pilots.
Navigators.
Engineers Qualifications: Bachelors or
Masters Degree in Science. Math, or Other
Technical Majors NOTE: General Information Booth will be available from
" '«i a m
3:00 p.m Outside North Grill
Area in Powell Bldg.

of agencies who hire from (he employment
rosier.
Beginning Monday. Jan. 22. 1979. the
Pace Exam application to schedule your
seal for Ihe exam can be picked up in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Bldg between the
hours of Bam - 430 p. m All applications
.ire to be returned lo the above address by
Thursday. Feb 22 which is the application
deadline for Ihe PACE EXAM The time
and location of the exam along with additional materials, which must be completed and taken to the exam site will be
forwarded directly to the address given on
fhe Pace Exam application Please direct
any questions to the Division of Career
Development & Placement. 319 Jones
Bldg Phone: S22-2765

Career exam

The United Way Intern Program is a or*
year program lo prepare individuals for a
professional career in the United Way
field. Duties would include social planning,
budgeting, fund raising, and communications
A bachelor's degree is
required. Interested individuals should
write for applications ifor the June 1979
intern group' to: Mrs. Ann Loper. Administrative Cordinalor. Personnel
Development Division. United Way of
America. B01 North Fairfax Street.
Alexandria. VA 22314. <703> 836-7100 ext
2(8. Deadline for returning completed
applications (for the June 1979 intern
group) is March 2. 1979. Additional information, including brochures on the
program, is available in Ihe CD & P Information Resource Ijbrary. 319 Jones
Building

The next and last time the (PACE)
EXAM will be given until November 1979.
is scheduled for Saturday. March 24. 1979.
This written exam is required for most
entry level positions with the Federal
government Bachelor's or higher degree
candidates are eligible to take the exam
which will be given on the EKU campus for
the first time
Candidates can also
schedule to take the exam at other
locations
A qualifying score of 70 is required to be
placed on the employment eligibility
roster Due to the intense competition for
most positions, scores in the no's will be
necessary for placement with the maionty
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1144
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Jan. 30

_
EVENING
TF'NEWS
«* STUDIO SEE
8 ABC NEWS
14 NBC NEWS
S*J CBS NEWS
«4 G.E.D.
§MUPPETS SHOW
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
«* MACNEIL-LKHRER REPORT
« JOKER'S WILD
fl) DOLLY
M f Mjm NAME THAT TUNE
m DICK CAVETT SHOW
8 NEWLY WED GAME
MARK TWAINS AMERICA
SD REPUBLICANS RESPONSE TO
PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
4t MASTERPIECE THEATRE
A HAPPY DAYS
B LA VERNE AND SHIRLEY
131 BIG EVENT MOVIE The Triangle
Factory Fire Scandal' 1979 Slam Tom
Bosley, Tovafc Feldshuh
371 TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIE Big
Jake 1(71 Stars John Wayne Maureen
OHara.
TBS ENERGY WAR
THREE'S COMPANY
TAXI
STARSKY AND HUTCH
<S) a NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
ABC NEWS CLOSEUP
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

Wednesday Jan. 31
EVENING

40
62
t«
27
«4

WRITING FOR A REASON
SHA NA NA
FAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
JOKER'S WILD
7:34
THAT GOOD OLE NASHVILLE
MUSIC
27WOODY WOODPECKER AND
FRIENDS
4f DICK CAVETT SHOW
NEWLY WED GAME
I44
RINGLING BROS. AND BARNUM
AND BAILEY CIRCUS
XT THE INCREDIBLE HULK
f GREAT PERFORMANCES
EIGHT IS ENOUGH
WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES Viva Knievel Stars Evel
Knievel. Lauren Hutton
ONE DAY AT A TIME
CHARLIE'S ANGELS
9:30 i 1 THE JEFFERSONS
10:44 i } KAZ
> NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
7:1)0

8

S

3 1
1 D
9
i
1:44 f] t>
2:44 ff I

11.40
11-14

aVW

NEWS

THE TONIGHT SHOW
CBS LATE MOVIE
POLICE WOMAN-MANNIX
TOMORROW
TAKE FIVE

United Way program

> .in
»:M

f ARTHUR SMITH SHOW
744 CLUB
Ml
PTL
CLUB-TALK
AND
VARIETY
TODAY
CBS NEWS
GOOD MORNING AMERICA
CAPTAIN KANGAROO
A.M. WEATHER
5:30

I.N-MHUOL PROGRAMMING
PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
PROGRAM I NANMH NCEII
GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALL IN THE FAMILY
CARD SHARKS
KENTUCKY MORNING
MARCUS WELBY. M.D.
ALL STAR Secrets
PRICE IS RIGHT
NEWS BULLETIN
HIGH ROLLERS
HAPPY DAYS
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
LOVE OF LIFE
FAMILY FEUD
CBS NEWS

The Teacher Corp Intern Program is
now accepting applicalions from inleresled students Interns would be involved in specific educational projects
designed to strengthen Ihe educational
opportunities available lo children in
.in-as having concentrations of low-income
families Internships run for 2 full years,
preceeded by an intense orientation period
during the summer Applicants must have
a B S degree and no prior teaching experience Additional information and a
limited number of applications are now
available in the Career Information
Resource Center located in the Career
Development 9 placement Office. 319
Jones Bldg All applications should be filed
with ihe Teacher Corp Intern Program no
laler than March IS. 1979

Part-time jobs
i Secrelary-Bookeeper.
Payroll. Double Entry Bookkeeping.
Tvping Flexible Hours & Work Schedule
Minimum 20-25 lilts Per WK Location:
Paint l.ick: Competitive Wages
2 Project Assistant:
10-15 11 US Per Wk in Berea Must have
Transportalion Must have some Research
And-or Dala Processing Skills: Interest in
ACKIC Competitive Pay
i Campus Representative
Promotion & Maintenance of Campus
Publicity Program $40 00 Per Month
For Additional Details on All of the
Above Positions Contact Ihe Division of
Career l>evelopment & Placement. 319
Jones Bldg

monday

AFTERNOON
12:44

12:14
1:44
1:14
2:44
2:14

2:57
3:44

Monday thru Friday
Daytime Listings
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14
XT
•2
9:30 XT
10 44 14
XT
a
10:34 III
Xt
10-57 14
11:04 «
*Z
11:30 I*
a
a
11:55 97)

Teacher Intern

1:14
1:57
4:44
4:14
5:44

5:14

IB NOON TODAY
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
J24.044 PYRAMID
BOB BRAUN SHOW
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
RYAN'S HOPE
MATCH GAME
ALL MY CHILDREN
DAYS OF OUR LIVES
AS THE WORLD TURNS
ONE LIFE TO LIVE
DOCTORS
GUIDING LIGHT
NEWS BULLETIN
ANOTHER WORLD
GHJJGAN'S ISLAND
DATING GAME
OVER EASY
HAPPY'S HOUR
NEWS BULLETIN
BATMAN
M-A-SJI
SESAME STREET
ADDAMS FAMILY
GOMER PYLE (TrilR. FRI.)
BRADY BUNCH
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
MISTER ROGERS
GETSMART
aS NEWS
44) ELECTRIC COMPANY

BACKSTAIRS AT
THE WHITE HOUSE
'Backstairs at the White House.'' the com
peMing nine-hour mini-series, will be telecast on
NBC-TV over four consecutive Mondays,
premiering Jan 29

